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INTRODUCTORY NOTE

The present study is a translation of C poI apa6cKoro fiabIKa

(Leningrad, 1938) by the eminent Russian linguist and Semitics scholar)

N. V. Yushmanov (1896-1946) . Yushmanov's study has been recognized as

the best structural sketch of the Arabic language currently in existence.

It deals concisely but adequately with the position of Arabic among the

Semitic languages, the relation of the literary (classical) language to

the various modern spoken dialects, and presents a condensed but compre-

hensive summary of the phonology and grammar.

The translation was done by Moshe Perlmann of Harvard University

and revised by Harvey Sobelman of the Center for Applied Linguistics.

The primary principle of this translation was strict adherence to the

letter and spirit of the original text; hence, no attempt was made to

"modernize" the general treatment, update the statistical data, or alter

the transcriptions, except in the case of obvious misprints. However,

there were a few deletions made from the text, chiefly affecting the

author's comparisons of Arabic with Hausa.

Editorial supervision of the manuscript was provided by

Harvey Sobelman and Frank A. Rice, also of the Center for Applied

Linguistics.
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I. INTRODUCTION
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1. The Semitic :_anguages

The Semitic languages may be classified as follows, taking into account the

territories of the various peoples as well as certain linguistic character-

istics:

A. Northern branch B. Southern branch

I. Eastern division: I. Northern division:

Assyro-Babylonian Arabic

II. Western division: II. Southern division:

Hebrew-Phoenician South-Arabian

Aramaic Ethiopic

Within each language there are dialects and patois. Ancient South-Arabian

as preserved in inscriptions is still very close to Arabic proper, but some

modern South-Arabian dialects--Mehri, Sogotri, Ehkili (or Sxauri)- -are quite

remote from Arabic and to some extent stand closer to the languages of the

Northern branch. In the domain of Ethiopic, the now extinct Ethiopic (Geez)

is distinguished from the living Semitic languages of Ethiopia and Eritrea.

The names "Semite" and "Semitic" are derived from the Biblical legend accord-

ing to which the patriarch Shem was the ancestor of the Hebrews and kindred

peoples. The Greek and Latin versions render this name as "Sem", and this
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form is-the base of the modern term. The term "Akkadian" is often used in

place of "Assyro-Babylonian," and "Canaanite" in place of "Hebrew-Phoenician."

What characterizes the Semitic languages as a system is the rich

development of internal flection: the root consists of consonants only

(usually three radicals) while the vowels express grammatical categories.

Thus the root QTL which per se cannot be pronounced will denote everything

concerning 'killing' and appears in the words 2211 'murder', qatil 'killer',

2.4.111 'killed one', qital 'battle', etc. This peculiarity of language

structure is encountered also in other linguistic systems but has not been

so extensively developed elsewhere, inasmuch as in other linguistic systems

the prevailing stem is of two consonants, while the Semitic root has three

consonants. Thus, the Indo-European languages also have internal flection,

but only a few types of it and merely in a secondary role, while external

flection is far more developed. Thus we have tale : tell, run : ran,

break : broke, swim : swam, from the two-consonant stems tl, rn and the

three-consonant stems brk, swm. The richly developed internal flection of

the Semitic languages determined the nature of the script. Phoenician and

South-Arabian inscriptions do not express vowels at all. The Hebrew, Aramaic,

and Arabic scripts adapted the signs of the so-called weak consonants (,4,x;

sometimes h) to express the long vowels; but short vowels, consonant

gemination, and other details of correct reading are indicated by auxiliary

signs of very late origin, and only occasionally, to avoid dangerous similar-

ities, for example, or in school texts or religious scriptural readings.

Like the structurally kindred Hamitic languages of Africa, the Semitic

languages often display the law of polarization: the same element is used in

two opposite senses. Thus, the feminine ending -at can transform a collective

t.
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noun into a singular (Arabic naml !ants', naml-at 'an ant°,9 and conversely

a singular into a collective (Arabic babriy !seaman', bahriy-at 'seamen').

The similarity among the Semitic languages is very considerable both

in structure and vocabulary, a fact that becomes clear in a uniform trans-

literation; thus:

Akkadian Hebrew Aramaic Arabic Ethiopic

'dog' kalbu kg14 kalbca, kalb kalb

'horn!

'head!

clarnu

resu

clargn

ros

clam&

risa

clam

ra's

clam

rg's

!to bark' nabaxu napah ngpah nabaha nabgha

'to tie' 'eseru q.sar 'gsar qsara 'asara

'and' u wg, u wg wa wa

Assyro-Babylonian and Canaanite died out completely, having no dialect

still in use. Aramaic survived in living speech (Neo-Syriac or "Aisor")

and is now used by some 300,000 people (of whom some 50,000 are known as

"Assyrians" in the Soviet Union). The number of Arabic-speaking people is

at present about 50 million. Many people use it not as their native tongue

but as a second language. As far as is known, the numbers of Arabic-

speaking people in the Arab areas proper are aA; follows: Egypt, 1215001000;

Arabia, 1010001000; Algeria, 315001000; Mesopotamia, 310001000; Syria and

Morocco, about 215001000; Tunisia, 21000,000; Tripoli, 8001000; Malta,

200,000; in all 3710001000. Substantial numbers of Arab emigrants live in

the Americas and in Indonesia. There are about 4000 speakers of Arabic in

Soviet Central Asia.
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2. Types of Arabic

Arabic stands out among the Semitic languages because of its richer sound

system, an exceptional development of forms and vocabulary, and an astound-

ing propensity for set patterns of word formation and word change which

makes Arabic grammar look "algebraic", as some scholars put .t, and some-

times gives an impression of artificiality. This patterning, however, stems

from the very structure of Semitic speech, which ie characterized, as

mentioned above, by a rich development of internal flection and the so-called

polarization. If Arabic develops these features to the highest degree, this

reflects the specific structure and pattern of life of ancient Arabian

society which shows certain analogies with Gothic society.1

The designation "Arabic language" is applied to various types of Arabic:

the one literary (classical) language and the variety of spoken idioms

(colloquial).

Literary Arabic arose from the ancient poetic language of the Arabs.

Ancient Arabia, where every tribe had its own idiom, used a unified

language in poetry, and carefully preserved it from disintegration, which

made for the great conservatism and archaism of this language. The Quran,

written in the same language but with an admixture of Meccan peculiarities

of Muhammad's speech, became the model for the clae3ical language, and the

Arabs down to our on days use this language of the Quran, only slightly

refurbished to meet modern requirements, in their press, literature, and

political and social life. The need to study and fix the laws of Classical

Arabic gave rise to the native Arab philology. Arab philology is character-

ized by a lack of comparative and historical methods. The same is true of
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native dictionaries) though they are most valuable auxiliaries of Western

scholarship. In Arabic dictionaries words are arranged and listed under

their roots: thus 'islgm) muslim) salgm will be found under the root SLM.

In most of the old native dictionaries words were listed by their endings.

so that the root SLM appeared not under S) as we are accustomed to see it

but under M; this was very convenient for the poets) since in Arabic poetry

a poem would have only one rhyme throughout) and an ordinary dictionary

could serve also as a rhyme manual.

Spoken Arabic with its variety of colloquial speech forms several

regional dialects. When Arabic speakers spread through alien territories

during the political expansion of Islam) the population underwent Arabi-

zation as the population assimilated Arabic) always with an admixture of

features from the previous native languages (Aramaic in Syria and Palestine)

Coptic in Egypt) Berber languages in northwest Africa) etc.). The develop-

ment of colloquial Arabic is remarkably reminiscent of that of the Romance

languages from Vulgar Latin: the same simplification of the structure of

the cumbersome ancient tongue; the same influence from the superseded

regional languages upon the language of the conquerors. Apart from these

regional differences) social variations can be observed: in the same region

town-dwellers' speech differs from that of the peasants and nomads) the

speech of the educated from that of the masses. Spoken Arabic is usually

divided into five regional types:

Arabian

Iraqi

Syro-Palestinian

Egyptian

Maghribi

}
in Asia

in Africa
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Linguistically, however, it seems more appropriate to divide all the speech

forms into two large groups. One group might be termed town (urban) speech

and would comprise the speech of town dwellers in Syria, Palestine, Egypt,

and the Maghrib
2 (except Tunis); and the other might be termed rural or

bedouin-fellaheen and would include the idioms of Arabia, Mesopotamia, and

Tunisia, as well as that of the nomads and peasants of other Arab lands.

The two types differ in their phonetic and morphological features, by which

they can easily be recognized. In addition, Maghribi speech differs from

the other types (called by the Arabs "eastern") in quite a number of points,

found in especially concentrated form in Morocco. It has to be borne in

mind that in the Maghrib the native population consists of Berbers; who,

unlike other Arabicized peoples in the Arab countries, have not lost their

native speech (of the Hamitic family), which has been preserved to this day.

Mention must be made further of the Sudan dialect, a crossbreed of Egyptian

and Maghribi, and of the Arabs in Soviet Central Asia whose speech, though

strongly influenced by Tajik, shows affinity with Iraqi and Arabian dialects.

The cleavage between the literary idiom and the colloquial dialects is

so great that an uneducated Arab cannot understand the literary language.

Attempts at turning the dialects into literary languages to supersede the

present obsolete (though unifying) book language do not meet with support

and sympathy in the contemporary Arab countries with their bourgeois society.

Even educated Arabs use the native dialects in private life, while in public

life, especially on solemn occasions, they use a peculiar compromise type

of speech; the literary language but with a simplified popular grammar (no

case endings, no mood endings). However, in Arabia orations are still

delivered in accordance with the rules of classical grammar; for example,

3
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Emir Faisal, son of King Ibn Saud, spoke in this ancient style on his visit

to the U.S.S.R.

3. The influence of Arabic on other languages,.

Spreading in the wake of the expansion of Islam, Arabic exercised a strong

influence upon other languages. Non-Arab Muslims, e.g. Persians, Turkic

peoples, Indians, Malayans, Negro peoples, did and do use the Arabic script

in writing their own languages, and use a vast number of Arabic words which

are further passed on to their neighbors. Some non-Arab groups assimilated

Arabic without embracing Islam and used their own scripts in writing Arabic,

Jews using the Hebrew alphabet, the Aramaic Christian group using the so-

called Karshuni Syriac script. Elsewhere, e.g. on the Mediterranean island

of Pantelleria and in the Balearic islands, Romance idiom shows a strong

admixture of Arabic elements. With the conquest of Spain by the Arabs a

multitude of Arabic words infiltrated not merely European but universal

usage. A few examples may be quoted here: admiral, azimuth, algebra,

alidade, alizarin, alkali, alcohol, alcove, amber, arrack, arsenal, arti-

choke, assassin, cipher, gazelle, giraffe, hashish, lute, magazine, mask,

masquerade, mattress, nadir, saffron, syrup, talc, tamarind, tare, tariff;

the names of the stars Algenib, Algol, Algorab, Aldebaran, Algedi, Alcor,

Altair, Achernar, Betelgeuse, Vega, Deneb, Markab, Rigel, Fomalhaut, etc.

In addition, many Arabic words connected with the history and lore of

the Orient have won wide recognition, e.g. adat, Allah, aline, Bedouin, emir,

harem, houri, imam, Islam, cadi, kismet, Quran, Mameluke, majlis, madrasah,

mosque, minaret, mullah, Muslim, mufti, halva, caliph, shaitan, Sharia,

sheik, sherbet (or syrup), vizier, etc.

1,
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Sometimes the Arabs borrowed foreign words and passed them on to other

peoples and languages. Thus Latin praecoxArabic 'al-bur---Spanish

albaricoque--English apricot. Other examples of such transmission are:

alchemy (Greek), almanac (Greek), aniline (Persian), bazaar (Persian), divan

(Persian), jasmine (Persian)) camphor (Malay), caravan (Persian), coffee

(Ethiopic), rice (Indian), sugar (Indian), talisman (Greek), elixir (Greek).

II. PHONETICS AND SCRIPT

1. The consonants

The most wide-spread pronunciation of literary Arabic distinguishes twenty-

eight consonant phonemes:

(1) labial bmwf

(2) interdental 0 $

(3) dental t d s z

and emphatic
(low timbre) t d s z

.

v(4) frontal palatal j s n l r

(5) palatal y k

0) uvular (tense, deep) q x y

(7) pharyngeal h (sharp whisper)

' (compressed sound)

(8) junctional ' (glottal stop) h (breath)

In the ancient classical pronunciation, which is well known from

excellent 'descriptions of native philologists (beginning in the eighth

4.
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century) and which is still traditionally maintained in a few Muslim centers

(e.g. Mecca), some consonants sound different: not I but 1, not but

(lateral fricative, a kind of zl sound), not 2 but 22 (intradental fricative

but sonorous and emphatic like 2), not but E: (velar-palatal occlusive),

not a but g (uvular 2). For a linguistic evaluation of these divergences

between the ancient and the contemporary pronunciations of the same literary

language, it is to be noted that: (1) the emphatic consonants were in an-

tiquity-voiced, but this feature has been preserved at present only in

South Arabia were, instead of the usual tom, 2, 1, 1, a, one finds .1, 1,

z, 2, and in the reading of the Quran z instead of was permissible in

some cases, e.g. izrad for sira (derived from Latin strata); (2) in other

Semitic languages g corresponds to Arabic 1.

In the living dialects there is considerable variation in pronunciation.

The main features distinguishing the "rural" group from the "urban" one are

as follows: (1) the interdental fricatives e, 6, 1 of the former group have

their counterparts in the latter group in the :,ransdental t, d, 1.; thus

0a1D:tala 'three', 0531:dib 'wolf', Oahr:slahr 'back'; (2) the voiced ofof

the former group corresponds to the unvoiced g of the latter group, e.g.

galb:galb 'heart', 2 becoming ' in the large cities, e.g. 'alb; (3) "rural"

2' has a variety of correspondents in the "urban" dialects: g in Egypt, 1

or z (both palatalized, "soft") in Syria, Palestine, and in the Maghrib, c

in Palmyra, z in the lower Euphrates region; furthermore, instead of simple

t (from old t and 0), Morocco and Algeria usually have c [ts]; for in

South Arabia, cf. above (it also appears as 1); in Nazareth the distinction

between k and a has almost disappeared, both sounding as k.

4=,..VraSSO:SE251%1IIReC010329211A.
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The dialect of Malta has reduced the Semitisms of Arabic phonetics

considerably: t, 07 t reduced to t; d, 8, d, z reduced to d; s, s reduced

to s; x7 h reduced to h; 1, ' reduced to ' (but the distinction between

and k has been retained). On the other hand, Maltese has acquired a

number of Italian sounds alien to most Arabic dialects: 2, v, c, c, E.

Generally, Arabs substitute other sounds for those in loan words: e.g.

v_
bumada 'pomade, salve', fitamin 'vitamin', say 'tea' (cf. Russian Cal),

gram i'gram', or gram in writing in countries where the 2 is voiced.

Bilingual Arabs on the periphery of Arab areas sometimes assimilate alien

sounds but the core of the Arab masses does not. In sound combinations

various shadings arise, which, however, do not become phonemes (independent

sound units), since they do not cause meaning (semantic) differences in

speech. Thus an unvoiced consonant followed by a voiced one becomes voiced

(f, k into v, E; e.g. lafz 'word' = lavz; 'akbar 'greatest' = 'agbar) while

a voiced consonant followed by an unvoiced one becomes unvoiced (b, 1 into

a kind of 27 c7 as in mabsut 'satisfied' = mapsut; mijsad 'shirt' = micsad;

the voiced 17 ml n7 r7 and the semi-vowels w7 y ordinarily do not become

unvoiced). Next to front vowels (i, e, the consonants 27 k may be

fronted and turned into lisp sounds or sibilants, a not infrequent occurrence

in the rural group. The sound n assimilates itself to the following conso-

nant (nb = mb, nk = L11, etc.) In surveying sound combinations mention

should be made of an interesting phenomenon in Maghrib dialects: while

classical 1 is usually sounded as z, it will turn into g whenever the word

also contains a sibilant. Thus, in Moroccc gilis 'he sat', EL 'nut', gens

'kind, sex', appear instead of the expected zlas, zuz, tens (literary

jawz, lins). Emphatic consonants cause neighboring sounds to become
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emphatic, e.g., matar 'rain' = magr. Simple (rather soft) 1 (1') may

become emphatic 1 reminiscent of hard (Russian) 1, though this is not

approved in the literary pronunciation; thus sultan 'power, ruler' = sultan.

Yet in the word 'Allah' this 1 is approved for the literary pronunciation

though not after 1, e.g, wall-ai 'by God', 'Abdullahi 'slave of God (proper

noun)'; however, the 1 in this word stems not from the proximity of an em-

phatic consonant but from a solemn enunciation which the ancient philologists

failed to report.

A few words on the interaction of the literary and vulgar pronunci-

ations. The "rural" group merges the former and i into 8 (the caliph

Omar did so), while the "urban" group will pronounce the 9, 6, 6 of

Classical borrowings as s, z, z, while in words derived historically the

correspondence is t, d, d. Hence the living speech is saturated with

bookish words the phonetics of which differ from the ordinary phonetics of

this speech. Thus we find talat 'three' along with salus 'Trinity"; del

'tail' along with -Lail 'appendage'; dalma 'darkness' along with pilm

'oppression'. Though in each case the two words are derived from the same

root (OLO, DYL, DLM), the pronunciation of the root consonants is different.

Arabs who in their native dialect pronounce 2 as ' will, while reading a

text aloud pronounce it as 2; that is why the word our'in 'Quran' will

still be pronounced in the modern dialect with a and constitute the unique

case of the use of the sound 2 in speech. Uneducated Arabs, in their

desire to speak "elegantly", will often make amusing errors, thus, to

correct" the vulgar pronunciation '1 which, as we know, corresponds in the

modern language to the two ancient sounds a and they will say qurqgm

instead of qur'in.
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Every consonant may be short or long (double), not excluding the so-called

gutturals (x7 y, 11, ', h); hence fa"alun 'active') su"alun 'beggars',

where we have clearly articulated long ' and long '. In the dialects that

lost the sound ' altogether, (e.g., in the old Meccan and in many modern

ones), it is superseded, when occurring between vowels, by an inserted con-

sonant w or 2:7 as in sa/il 'beggar' -0 sayil, in the plural su"al suwwal.

2. The vowels

Arabic has three vowel phonemes A, I, U. They may be short (a, i, u) or

long (a7 17 a). In the classical period the phonemes e, o occurred, but

they were quite open and later converged with the ordinary a, e.g., Muse
v.

'Moses' (Hebrew Mosa) a Musa, bayotull 'life' bayatun. Arabic vowels

assume the coloring of neighboring consonant's in the word; emphatic conso-

nants lend them low timbre (a, 4 [Russian u ]; u), while the other conso-

nants lend the vowels a high timbre (g7 i7 ti), though the gutturals favor

the timbre of pure a and even cause the other vowels to come closer to it

(thus with h or ' the sounds may be a, 667 6). If a word contains consonants

of different origins, the vowel shadings fluctuate but usually the influence

of the emphatic consonants will prevail. Short vowels are more exposed to

change than long ones: in an unstressed syllable they are easily dropped

and may as easily reappear, and before a double consonant or before a

consonant cluster they are reduced (tend to the so-called indefinite vowel

e) and are therefore easily interchangeable. Thus himgrun 'ass' will be

pronounced in the spoken idiom hamar, or hmar, or ebmar (no metathesis here

but rather an added 'prosthetic' vowel); literary 'inda 'at, with', as

well as Misru 'Egypt' usually are pronounced :and, MA E; and even in the
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classical period there were many doubles such as 'antra: 'uaunun 'ear',

dil'un: 112plan 'rib'.

The vowel i is npt to give the vowel a a tendency toward 5. This

phenomenon is known in Arabic as 'imalah ("inclination"); thus, 'alim

eelim 'scholar"; 'ibadun 'ibedun 'slaves'. The presence of an emphatic

consonant in the word will block the 'imalah. Though the 'imalah does not

cause semantic differences, it was indicated by a special sign in careful

Quran manuscripts. In the current dialect, the 'imalah continues as a

variety of shadings of ;. In Maltese a further narrowing of this vowel into

a dipthongoid (incomplete dipthong) may be observed; thus, babun 'door' -0

b;b bieb. But both in ancient times and at present not all the dialects

admit 'imalah: it is alien to Egyptian speech. The delabialization (loss

of lip rounding) of -a -) -* i as in Latin Roma -0 Arabic Exim/RIm 'Rome'

may be considered less important. This phenomenon is known in Arabic as

'ismam and goes back to the ancient timbre of iii which was rather fronted

(thus in the Quran a and I are frequently rhymed).

Diphthongs in Arabic are confined to ail ail. (or ay, aw). In the spoken

dialects we find a strongly developed reduction of the diphthongs into ;7

o (and, in Morocco, into 17 a). Sometimes the diphthongs have turned into

the diphthongs ;I-, 611 (as in Iraq). A curious deviation from the main

trend of development, au 611 -4. 6, is, in some dialects (e.g. the Maltese)

the diphthong eu, as in mautun moot mot -) mewl; Ideathl; here we see

reflected the role of the above mentioned ancient timbre of u. The number

of vowel phonemes has increased.

.=5,2MESMSSMIZIORMW53003M,w3merlagtztIPM
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3. Syllable and stress

The classical language distinguishes the following types of syllables:

quantity

short

long

type

da

da

dal

tempo quality

open

closed

A long vowel in a closed syllable is shortened, e.g. rama 'he threw',

ramat 'she threw'. It is preserved only when two syllables are contracted

into one; e.g., maddatun 'material', derived from *madidatun. (The syllable

of the dal type is called superlong; Arabic poetry does not make any dis-

tinction between superlong and long syllables, while Persian poetry, based

on the same principles, does.) In the modern dialects further types of

syllables arise with the dropping of unstressed short vowels, but these

types occurred in some cases in the classical period also (cf. infra on the

biconsonantal opening and on pause). On the whole the Arabic syllable has

preserved the characteristics of the syllable in primitive speech: the

syllable ordinarily opens with a single consonant, and also ends with not

more than one consonant. When Arabs borrow words from other languages,

they alter the syllable division in the borrowings; e.g., climate -w 'iqlim

(the consonant cluster is eliminated by the auxiliary vowel i; but the

syllable cannot start with a vowel, and consequently this i is preceded by

the most "colorless" consonant '). Even Classical Arabic has a number of

cases where the short vowel of the initial syllable has been dropped with a

resulting biconsonantal base. This heavy beginning is alleviated either

by the end of the preceding word in the sentence, e.g. kana,smuhu Musa

'his name was Moses' (*simu 'name' = Hebrew ;em); qala,qtulha 'he said:

kill her' (earlier *qutd1 or *qatd1 'kill)); or else by an auxiliary

ft
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opening consisting of the glottal explosion '1 and a short vowel i or u

(depending on the root vowel) if the word is out of context or it the

opening of an utterance, e.g. 'ismuhu 'his names; lucitulha: 'kill her'.

In pause, i.e. when stopping in reading or conversation, the Arab simplifies

the ending of the last word (in the classical idiom or its modern imita-

tions) -a, -u, -in) -un into zero; -an into a; -ata(n), -ati(n),

-atu(n) into ah. Thus, Muhammadun Muhammad, Makkatu -0 Makkah 'Mecca'.

The ending -ah has been retained to this day in the dialect of Daeinah

(Soutaern Arabia) but at present is generally pronounced without the h.

The endings have undergone the same kind of reduction in the living

dialects, but the alternation of -at and -a (from the earlier -atun and

-ah) has been retained, e.g. madina 'city', but madinat in-nabi 'the city

of the prophet' (in the latter case there is a close junction of the two

words).

Accent in Arabic does not produce semantic distinctions. In such

cases as 22-111 'killer': patil 'killed one (victim)', the position of the

accent depends on the length of the vowel, and lengh, connected with

semantic variation, is preserved also in unaccented or weakly accented

position, e.g. gitiluhdnn 'their (the women's) killer': qatiluhdnna

'their (the women's) victim'. As far as the classical language is con-

cerned, it is ordinarily accepted that the accent is on the penultimate

syllable if it is long, and if it is not long on the antepenultimate

(third from the end), e.g. Bsyrutu, Iglabu 'Beirut, Damascus,

Aleppo'. Initial auxiliary particles are not accented, e.g. al-f4mu.lthe

mouth' (where al is the article), bi-y4din 'with (or in) the hand' (where

bi is a preposition). In the modern dialects, accent in the pausal
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4position is on the final syllable if it is superlong) e.g. Bayrut) Dirn-fsvq,

and otherwise it recedes) as in HAlab, Fatima h). Inasmuch as the living

Arabic dialects have had and still have contacts with other languages (cf.

Introduction) Sec. 2), their problems of accentuation have become highly

complicated. As we cannot present a complete picture) we shall mention

only a few of the most important features of the dialects. The auxiliary

vowel inserted into a group of consonants to ease pronunciation may take

on the accent, as in Egyptian darabtfni you have struck me' (instead of

kirdlot-ni, from the Classical dar4bta-ni). Under the influence of Berber

languages in which the whole word or phrases may consist of consonants

only (as f,k 'give') tf,kt 'you gives)) Moroccan Arabic speech may have

accented consonants) as in El,sec 'she sat' (Classical 141asat). The

dropping ;f unstable final consonants makes the accent recede) as in

Allalu -0 411a 'Allah') 'Aliyun -, '&1i 'Ali') al-bamrt'u -, al-1 4Mra

'Alhambra'.

4. Sound change

As it is neither possible nor necessary to register here all the sound

changes occurring in Arabic) and especially in the numerous and various

living dialects) we shall confine ourselves to the remarks offered on

partial assimilation of consonants (Sec. 1) and on timbre changes of

voi:els (Sec. 2)) adding notes on the wider and deeper sound changes of

special import for the presEntation of Arabic morphology.

Identical consonants separated by a short vowel and belonging to

different syllables are contracted into one long consonant; e.g., *madada

'he stretched' -, madda. The differentiation between monosyllabic and
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dissyllabic stems may be retained, e.g. maddun (type qatl) 'stretch':

madadun (type qatal) 'aid, succor'; here the importance of the semantic

differentiation favors the preservation of an unstable form.

A glottal stop belonging to a root may occur in the same Fyllable

as the glottal stop in a prefix; but two glottal stops in one syllable are

not admitted? hence 'a' -> ,a, ,i; /
, u u, e.g. it'a'Oarun 'aearun

- _
1 /

'traces' *'i'manun 'imanun 'faith'.

The consonants w and in sequence produce 22:1 e.g. Laywamun ->

'ayyamun 'days'; *kawyun kayyun 'branding'. In combination with vowels,

they produce sound complexes of which some are stable,3 some weak. The

latter undergo mutations based on the trend toward (1) maximum sonorousness

(U yields to both to A) and (2) maximum homogeneousness (heterogeneous

assimilated into homogeneous and then contracted into one long sound).

Thus *suwdun sudun 'black ones', nalan *biydun 1Di:dun 'white ones',

*hawalun *haun halun 'situation', *qawilun -> *qayilun *qa'ilun

'speaking'. Affixed U (-u of prefixes and -u of plural) prevails over I

by virtue of the importance of semantic differentiation; thus, *muyqizun

maqigun 'waking', ramaya -> ramaw 'they threw'. A number of word types

retain the medial weak radical without change, but these are later

formations, e.g. dawaranun 'circulation', tawilun 'long' sawida 'he was

black' (from 'aswadu 'black').

Along with the regular changes discussed above, there are some

sporadic changes, especially in the direction of dissimilation. Dissimi-

lation may be brought about by the accumulation of kindred sounds; thus,

7 7
*nawumun na'umun 'sleepy', *wuraeun turaeun 'heritage', *madiniyun

madaniyun 'urban', 219aLayiLLIE qurasiyun 'Qurayshi (pertaining to the
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clan of Quraysh)'. Such phenomena are very frequent in the spoken idioms;

here, along with natina 'we', ahna will also occur; beside rizl 'foot' also

izr ( from *rizr); mi.smart mus mar 'nail', but also busmar. In both the

classical language and the spoken dialects) two very similar successive

syllables are sometimes fused into one (haplolcgy), e.g. taqataluna instead

instead
--

of tataqataluna 'you are fighting one another'; maltin t of maltlyin

'Maltese (ones)1. Geminated consonants are not infrequently dissimilated

by changing one part of the geminated element (usually the initial one)

into a voiced consonant, e.g. 'uruddun : 'urundun shard', aurrahun :

aurnaun 'Spanish flies', faqqaga : farclea 'crack the fingers'. This is

observed frequently in the living dialects, and the dissimilated variant

is sometimes peculiar to one dialect only, e.g. the common Arabic xuld

'field rat' (through *xludd?) turns up in Jerusalem as xlund. Sound

changes connected with particular parts of speech will be dealt with in

the outline of morphology.

5. The Arabic script

The North-Arabic script is derived from the cursive Aramaic. The Aramaic

alphabet has twenty-two letters; Classical Arabic needed twenty-eight.

(As in other types of Semitic alphabets, the letters express consonants

only, cf. Introduction, Sec. 1). Besides, some Aramaic letters were too

similar and converged in their transition to the Arabic. Consequently,

ancient Arabic monuments of the time prior to the script reform are very

difficult to read; for example, the very same sign could stand for any one

of five different consonants b, t, 0, n, The reform fixed the Arabic

script by adding diacritic dots and producing twenty-eight graphemes
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(independent script units) which, because they are connected in the cursive

script, are represented by numerous shapes; twenty-two letters have four

shapes each (initial, medial, final, separate); six have two each (final

and separate). The tendency to accelerate the process of writing leads to

the abbreviation of the connective elements between the letters, i.e. to

ligatures (cf. as, ce, &) . Printed texts imitate manuscript calligraphy;

this is achieved by precise gearing of the connective elements to the

letters and by keeping a large stock of variants and ligatures. Attempts

at simplifying the printed Arabic script are numerous; they lead to a less

beautiful script but are absolutely necessary for the production of Arabic

typewriters and typesetting machines.

For expressing the short vowels (or their omission), consonant gemi-

nation, and other details of correct reading, a sat of auxiliary signs

(mostly over the letters, less L7equently under them) has been elaborated.

But these signs are employed mostly in textbooks and sacred writings vthe

Quran among Muslims, the Bible among Christians). The inclusion of these

signs makes typesetting complicated and expensive. As typewriters and

typesetting machines can place an auxiliary sign only between or near a

letter, not over or under its it is customary to dispense with the auxiliary

signs.

For cabling, the European Morse alphabet has been reworked in such a

way that the vowels (which the Arabic script does not use) are used to

express the consonants peculiar to Arabic; thus a, o, 8, u, z, a, 4, i

serve respectively to express the Arabic sounds 17 x7 Z7 17 17 47 h7

The auxiliary signs are, of course, not transmitted.
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A transition to Roman script does not seem attractive to contemporary

Arab society, and numerous suggestions connected with the European milieu

find no response. Only the Maltese dialect uses the Roman alphabet but has

not yet attained a fixed orthography (several systems are in competition).

In the Arab countries there is usually an official Roman transliter-

ation of Arabic proper names and untranslatable words for international

postal-telegraphic and diplomatic relations as well as for documents in

which Roman transliteration may be required by law. However, there is no

uniformity in this transliteration, each country going its own tray. The

scholarly transliteration of Arabic and its dialects is also lacking in

uniformity but the one most widely used is as follows: 'bttghhddr

zsssItz g f k k l m n h u 1. In this system a dot under a letter

indicates an emphatic consonant (except h a ligature from the German ch;

in k the dot is above the letter); a line under a letter indicates a frica-

tive as opposed to an occlusive: t, d; the Greek spiritus lenis and spiritus

asper are used for the glottal stop and the compressed pharyngeal respectively.

To symbolize the Arabic vowels the letters a i u and a i u are sufficient

(though for the dialectal vowels more signs are necessary).

III. VOCABULARY

1. The basic vocabulary

The vocabulary of Arabic is astoundingly rich. The most frequent notions

have up to a thousand designations each and less frequent ones, up to a

hundred. As a native philologist once remarked, the words for 'calamity'
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are so numerous that they themselves become a calamity.

The overwhelming majority of the vocabulary is primordial Semitic. A

comparison of Arabic with other Semitic tongues shows very many roots

peculiar to Arabic only. The reason is that literary Arabic absorbed

numerous archaisms carefully preserved in outlying places, a wealth of

neologisms evolved over centuries by various tribal dialects. All these

various elements of the vocabulary, in constant interaction, gave rise to

further new varieties of roots and words. Of course, not all' the elements

are equally frequently employed: the larger the vocabulary, the more rare

and obscure words it will contain.

The wealth of the Arabic vocabulary was explored by native philolo-

gists in various directions. On the one hand, there flourished the usual

type of explanatory dictionary in which the words were listed in the alpha-

betic order of their roots: on the other hand there are thesaurus-type

lists of synonyms in which the difference between the numerous names for

the same thing or notion is indicated, and such dictionaries are arranged

in the order of some classification of ideas, i.e. not alphabetically but

systematically. Obviously, special terminologies, proper names, and even

such a specific feature of the Arabic vocabulary as the words with contra-

dictory meanings (tamawwala 'he became rich', but also 'became poor',

mawlan 'lord', but also 'slave'; da"afa 'weakened, humiliated' but also

'doubled, increased') were not ignored. All these objects of lexicography

are treated in special native dictionaries compiled with all the meticu-

lousness and inimitable assiduity of the Arab philologists.

The vocabulary of the living dialects is considerably poorer. From

the vast store of synonyms only the most common have been retained (though

T.W 7.1701,11.MY 141Kwak. ,"ler120 .111.M11.71,V
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sometimes the most usual Classical words have been superseded by others,
v_

e.g. instead of ra'al saf is used, and miel/mitl is used instead of ka

'like'). A considerable part of the Classical vocabulary is utterly alien

to the Arab of our days. Similar words sometimes have different meanings

in the different dialects, e.g. 'ays for the most part means 'life', but

in Egypt 'bread'; sarmuta is in Egypt 'rag', in Syria 'whore'. Not

infrequently the same concept is expressed in various dialects by different

/. .words) e.g. 'letter' is mektub in Syria and Iraq, gawab/3awab in Egypt,

Tripolitania, and Tunisia, bra'a in Algeria and Morocco, xatt in Arabia,

etc., down to the Maltese itra (from Italian lettera minus the initial 1

which is taken to be part of the article al). Concerning Maltese it must

be said that its vocabulary contains numerous Italian words which sometimes

displace the usual Arabic words; for example, Arabic 'ab 'father' has been

superseded by misier (Italian messere 'lord') and a number of the parts of

the body have received Italian names, e.g. spalla 'shoulder', pulmin slung'

kosa 'hip', milsa 'spleen', kustilya 'rib', stonku 'stomach' (from Italian

polmone, milza, c6stola, sthmaco).

2. Borrowed elements.

Relatively few borrowings from other languages were grafted on to literary

Arabic. Borrowings from kindred languages, especially Aramaic and Ethiopic,

were absorbed without great difficulty. The Aramaic borrowings are mostly

terms of religion and political.life; thus we find among Aramaisms of the

classical era Lalamun 'world, universes; millatun 'religion, nations;

sultanun 'authority, power (- ruler)'; salatun 'prayer'; di

Of the Indo- European languages, the Arabs borrowed mostly from Persian,
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Greek and Latin, less frequently from Indian languages. Aramaic usually

served as the intermediary. A few examples:

From Persian: banafsa'un 'violet', barnamaw'un 'program', kahrabDun

'amber', sira'un 'lamp', saniran 'plane tree".

From Greek: 'inaun 'kind, sort' (yemog), faylaaafun 'philosopher'

(cliX6croci7g), oananun 'rule' (uatAL9), outrubun 'werewolf'

(kt1Kdv0pw:yr_og with the 1 taken for the article), _inzal

'husband, mate' ( E uroc)-

From Latin: 'innun 'demons' (genii), oasrun 'castle' (castra 'camp'),

siratun 'path' (strata).

From Indian languages: ruzzun 'rice', aukkarun 'sugar', sundaoun'boxl.

In later periods accessions from Turkish and modern European languages

appear, concerning a great variety of objects and ideas.

v_ _v
From Turkish: balta 'axe', Eda 'room' qazan 'pot', sakes 'hammer',

yuzbasi 'captain'.

v _
From Modern Western languages: busta 'post', jurnal 'journal',

qunsulato 'consulate', sigara 'cigarette', watar 'steamer'

(vapeur).

In some regions borrowings from local languages (Berber in. the Maghrib,

Coptic in Egypt, etc.) may be observed, but they have. no genera]: inpact upon

Arabic.

3. Contemporary terminology

The absorption of European culture by the Arabs is in full swing. Even the

inhabitants of forbidden Mecca use records, radios, cars, and planes, and

L.
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learn from the newspaper Umm al-qura ('Mother of cities') all the latest

political news and scientific and technological discoveries. This means

that the language must create and develop a socio-political and scientific-

technical terminology, without which it would be impossible to assimilate

European culture. In this the Arabs have two choices: either to admit

European terms freely, or to utilize the wealth of the Arabic stock of

roots and descriptional processes to translate the foreign terms into the

Arabs' native idiom. Each method has its advantages and disadvantages,

and above all its technical difficulties. For it is extremely difficult

to transcribe the European terms into Arabic characters (and particularly

without vowel signs) as is the rule in books and newspapers); there are no

graphemes for the consonants 2, v, c[ts], 9, g, etc.4, or for the vowels

el o 2:1 w serve respectively to express a, u). Translation of

terminology is actually possible only if the native tongue has correspond-

ing terms; otherwise loan translations (calques) must be devised. The

colloquial is quicker at absorbing borrowings than the book-language with

its ideals of ulanguage purity", and it may happen that a translated term

will be less understandable than the foreign original. In the contemporary

Arabic press a tug of war is testing both methods of terminologiOal enrich-

ment: thus, bank vs. masrif; utumbil VB. sayyara; wabar vs. baxira; i.e.

along with the borrowed wards bank, automobile, vapeur, we find new

formations Ochangeryl, lwalkeyl, 'steamer°. In any case, Arabic termi-

nology is developing in scope and precision. Only recently Arabs did not

distinguish between 'politics' and 'diplomacy' (using siyasa for either)

'socialism' and 'communism' (using 'istiraklya for either) but now they

draw the strict distinction between diblumitiya and siyasa, between
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istirakaa and the new word for 'communism', suyu'iya. Strict uniformity

has not yet prevailed, and in reading newspapers one runs into divergences;

for instance, the League of Nations may be 'usbat al-'umam or jam'iyat

al-lumam; the railway may be sikkat al-badid or tarIq badidiya. Of course,

some of the terminology proves untranslatable. In thi,s casp European terms

are transliterated in Arabic characters, which, as we have seen above,

produces a questionable effect. It might be added that the Arab journalist

rarely knows the principal European languages (at best he will know one of

them). The transliteration, therefore, will suffer further from wrong

reading; thus, the German z is systematically transliterated by Arabs as an

English or French z.

In the Maltese dialect the problem was solved by unconditional prefer-

ence for borrowing from the Italian: a Maltese author will simply pick the

necessary term in literary Italian) even with the Italian plural, e.g.

'the two best novellas (Italian novella,

pl. novelle) will be awarded prizes (Italian premiata, pl. premiate)1.

IV. MORPHOLOGY

1. Parts of speech

Native Arabic philology distinguishes three parts of speech - nouns, verbs,

and particles. The category of nouns includes pronouns, substantives,

adjectives, numerals; that of particles includes adverbs, prepositions,

conjunctions, interjections, and the undeclined article. Substantive and

adjective are distinguished only in context (by content); there is no formal
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difference. TheThe pronoun is not inflected: it is not classified with the

particles only because it is a substitute for inflected nouns. The numeral

oscillates between substantive and adjective. Adverbs and prepositions are

frequently ordinary) fly inflected nouns with an auxiliary function) as

if frozen in an undeclinable form. The interjection is sometimes in the

form of a noun but is not a noun in meaning or in syntactic function.

Because of the so-called "algebraic character" of Arabic grammar) it is

advisable to have a preliminary survey of the elements of which the Arabic

-word is composed.

2. The pronoun

The disjunctive or independent pronouns (see Table I) express the subject of

a nominal sentence) e.g. /wig. barDun minhum 'I am free of then)); or it

expresses the logical stress upon the person expressed by another form of

pronoun, as in /ana mu'allimi Irsz teacher') 'ana sirtu kahlan 'I became

"nature', /atahawwalu 'ana Pua hayeu kunta 'I shall transfer to where you

were'. The pronominal suffixes express the object of the transitive verb)

as in claraba-ka 'he hit you'; or our possessive pronoun) as in kalbu-ka

'your doe. We may note that there is one and only one instance of a

pronominal suffix with separate forms for object and possessive: -ni 'me')

but -I or older =2-2. 'my') e.g. daraba-ni 'he hit me') kalb-I 'my dog')

'asi-ya 'my stick1.5 Joined to prepositions) the pronominal suffixes

express the oblique cases of our pronouns) as in 1I Ito me) with me'. As

the prepositions are former nouns) they take pronominal suffixes with the

sense of possessive pronouns) for example) -I 'my' (not -ni 'me'). True)

min and 'an form minni and 'anni but this is not because they contain

I.:-.TIONNOOPPDXII
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Table I THE PERSONAL PRONOUNS

Independent Suffixes Perfect

Singular

1st in.& f. 'ana T.'
-nil -11 -ya -tu

2nd m. 'anta - ha -ta

2nd f.. 'anti -ki -ti

3rd m. huwa -hu -a

3rd f. hiya -hg -at

Dual

Imperfect('

'a`

ta-ta-

ta...I

ya-

ta-

2nd In.& f. 'antumg -kumg -tuma, ta.s.g

3rd la.,. _a ya...a

33d f. 1
hums .-rums

{ ....... ta..

Plural

-na1st m.,& f. nahnu -na -na na-

2nd m. 'antum(a) -kum(a) -tum(a) ta...g.

2nd f. 'antunna -kunna -tunna ta...na

3rd m. hum(5) -hum(a) u
_

- ya 12--

3rd f. hunna -hunna -na ya...na

...
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-n1 'me' but because they double the n as a result of transforming =za into

-I. To express the accusative of personal pronouns separately, independ-

ently of the verb, the particle 'iya is used, as in 'Iya-ya 'me', 'iyahu

'him'. The perfect and imperfect pronouns are elements of the verbal con-

jugation (cf. Sec. 5); here we may note that the forms containing dots are

confixes, i&e. combinations of prefix and suffix; 6hus, LaillnitEl: they

did not hit' (lam 'not'; root pRB 'to hit', confix 'they").

As for the s-. stem of personal pronouns as a whole, we may remark tnat

on the basis of data from outside Classical Arabic it is sometimes possible

to reconstruct more ancient forms. Thus the sound h in the pronouns is

everywhere a reduction (in this case by widening the glottis) of an earlier

s preserved in Akkadian, Minaean inscriptions of South Arabian, and in the

modern South-Arabian dialect Ehkili (Lauri). The form -tu replaced the

earlier -ku preserved in Akkadian 'anaku and in the South-Arabian

(ancient and modern) and Ethiopi, perfect (where we find qatalku instead of

the North-Arabian 2L.31I11). The -u- of the plural feminine forms shows the

influence of the masculine forms; earlier they had still preserved in

Bedouin dialects. One peculiarity of Classical Arabic is the assimilation

of forms in -hug -human -hum(u)s -hunna to -hi, -hima, -hunna when

following an as in bi-hi 'in (with) him (or it)'. The forms -kuma,

-kum(a), -karma not yield to this assimilation for the k is an occlusive,

impervious to the influence of the vowel, while the fricative h is influ-

enced by the neighboring vowels and transmits their influence further.

The plural in --11 occurs only rarely.

In the modern dialects the system of personal pronouns is considerably

poorer. It shows no special form for the dual, following in this respect
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the general Semitic pattern (except South-Aral-ian which has preserved such

forms: Socaotri even has a form ki 'both of us'). True, the forms huma,

Irituma are still encountered, but they express the plural, not the dual.

"Urban" dialects have no special form for the feminine plural; in Syria,

however, hinni 'they', -hon 'them', -kon 'you (obl.)' are quite usual, but

they serve for both genders rather than just the feminine, as a result of

the impact of the Aramaic substratum. The phonetic aspect of the pronouns

has changed only sligitly; it is easy to recognize the old form in the new

ones. 'I' is not only ana but also ani (this usually in the "rural",

countryside speech) and, in Morocco, ' anaya. 'We' substituted a for u:

nihna, ihna, nahna, ahna, and in Morocco bnaya. For the second person we

usually find an- instead of in-; also instead of 'antum frequently intu.

The feminine -na in "rural" speech lost the vowel a (and acquired the

auxiliary i instead: intin). Morocco has its peculiar ntin and ntaya 'thou'

for both genders. In pronominal suffixes the h frequently disappears when

consonant clusters arise: kalb-ha 'her dog', becomes kalba. The suffixes

-ka, -kip -hu after vowels usually become -k, -kip -h: aba-k 'your (thy)

father'; darabd-kip 'they (have) hit yo, (fem. sing)', fi-h 'in him' ('in

it; there is; it y a'); after consonants, as sometimes in the classical

language, metathesis produces -aka -ik, -uh (the latter again resulting in

-u, -Rh and other forms): kalbak 'thy (m.) dog', kalbik 'thy (f.) dog',

kalbu/kalbRh 's dog'. In Arabia -ki/-ik frequently are replaced (since

antiquity) by the assimilated forms in South Arabia these have

become universal.

The classical demonstrative pronouns may be traced back to the simplest

forms still preserved. aa 'that (m.)'; g 'that (f.)17 ,11.1;. 'those'
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(variants: tai ti). In other Semitic languages, conversely, ,a serves as

the feminine form, -1 as the masculine. To indicate closeness or distance6.11

respectively, these forms are strengthened: hag. 'this (m.)', hag 'this

(f.)', ha'ula'i 'these'; 6aka 'that (m.)'; tika 'that (f.)'; 'ulaka 'those';

or more frequently 6alika 'that (m.)', tilka 'that (f.)', 'ula'ika 'those'.

In the ancient language, e.g. still in the Quran, this -ka is inflected

by gender ana number in addressing several persons: 6alikum, 6alikuma,

6alikunna, but this does not affect the sense, though a literal translation

might be 'that which is with you'. In the modern dialects there is a great

variety of forms. We shall confine ourselves to a few dialect patterns

(see Table II).

In Syria, Mesopotamia, and some other areas, the pronouns of proximity

can be replaced by the prefix ha- followed by the article: nal-ktab 'this

book'. (In Syria the demonstrative pronoun may be doubled, as inhar-rizzal

hada 'this man', hal-bint hadi 'this girl', han-niswan hada 'these women'.)

The role of the vowels is noteworthy: -a characterizes masculine singular,

-i feminine singular, -u or its products (aw (3) the plural. In Soviet

Central Asia we find dok 'he' instead of huwa, i.e. an o sound in a.iljaak,

a result of the Tajik preference for the sound in this environment, The

classical relative pronoun 'which' is alla6I (m.), allati (f.) plural

(m.), allatl/allawati (f.). These are cumbersome combinations of

the article al-, the affirmative particle la, and the demonstrative pronouns

discussed a')ove, 61 and ti (gender distinguished not by vowel but by con-

sonant has almost disappeared from living speech), and wherever they have

been retained they have become the invariable alla6I. Mostly we find in

the dialects the invariable Mil sometimes shortened to li. Together with
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Table II DEMONSTRATIVE PRONOUNS

Syria Egypt Mesopotamia Arabia Morocco Malta

'this (m.)1 hada day di haaa haaa had(a) dan

'this (f.)' hadi di ha(a)I haai had(i) din

'these' hada da haaae (m.) haau hadum dawn
haaenni (f.)

2that (m.)1 hadak dikha (ha)oak haaak (ha)dak dak

Ithat (f.)' hadik dikha (ha)ai; haaIk (ha)dik dik

'those' hadolik dlkhamma haaaak haadk (ha)dak dawk
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the demonstrative ha- this produces halli (Syria) or hell (Mesopotamia).

The form di encountered in Morocco and South Arabia is apparently of

Aramaic origin; otherwise the form in South Arabia would have been *6i.

The classical language has the interrogative pronouns ma 'what°, man

'who', 'ayyun 'which' (this last one declinable as a noun, cf. Sec. 4).

In the dialects, ma (in this sense) is hardly used at all, having been

superseded by 'ayyu say'in ('which thing ?'), LaaI172142-111,12. ('which

v_ v ..v
thing is it?'), and these, in turn abridged and reduced to su, aa, as,

-
sinhu, etc., are in use to this day. In Egypt e pronounced with low

pitch (from 'ayyun) is used. Instead of man the dialects have min (cf.

the vowel variation in the demonstrative pronouns as : a1, to :

sometimes this is strengthened: minhu(m.), minhi(f.) in Mesopotamia,

.v
asmen (or askun, from as yakdn 'what is it?') in Morocco. In Syria we

find the form spa in place of 'ayyun; in Egypt enhu(m.), enhi(f.),

enhum(pl.) along with ay, in Mesopotamia sy or ayhu(m.), ayhi(f.), etc.;

in Morocco ama; in Arabia ayan or es min.

The forms say'un 'thing', 'ahadun 'one' (fem. 'ihda) function as

indefinite pronouns (respectively IsomEthingi, 'somebody'). In negative

sentences they become the negatives Incohingl, 'nobody'. They appear

as si and bad(a) in the dialects. The old negative pronoun ma (also an

interrogative) combined with the indefinite pronouns produces a variety

of forms such as mus (= ma huwa say'un it is not a thing') 'not', and the

_ v

most frequent maws, as in ma 'andis II have not' (s'andi 'with me' = 'I

have'). The reflexive pronoun is expressed by the noun nafsun 'soul' with

the pronominal suffix, e.g. 'am nafsi 'I myself', sjaratitu nafsi II wounded

myself'. Besides nafsun we also find Oatun 'essence', rahun 'spirit',
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halun 'state', and others fulfilling the same function.

The reciprocal pronoun is ba'd 'part, some', in such constructions as

atala beduhum ba'dan 'they fought each other, one another'. But there is

also a special verbal formal to indicate interaction, e.g. tagatala 'they

fought each other'.

The definite article 'al is a weakened demonstrative pronoun added as

a prefix to the noun and indicating the definiteness of this noun in either

of two directions: generalization or specification. Thus al-kitabu means:

(1) 'the book in general,' as distinct from all other things; or (2) 'the

book under consideration,' as distinct from all other books. The article

is unstable in form: its beginning gives way to the ending of the previous

word, e.g. daru1-'ulami 'academy of sciences'; its final 1 is assimilated

to a following apical or laminal consonant (e, as, t, d, s, z, t, d, s, z, s,

n, 1, r) forming together with it a double consonant, e.g. a;.Samsu 'the

sun'. Thus wa get 4x14=56 forms of the article, all of identical content:

'0, 'O., 'at a0, aa, at ial It follows that in the mind of

the speaker the article is represented by the formula 'any vowel + any

apical or laminal consonant'. In the living idioms the al form is rare;

the dead Andalusian dialect, on the other hand, had only al, in any position

(hence English Aldebaran, Altair, for ad-dabaran, a.--tayr). At present the

article is generally it (with an indistinct vowel or with no vowel: a

syllabic 1), but assimilation goes even further, as it includes present or

past central (palatal) consonants, as in is -cabal in Syria, ig-abt'Eil in

Egypt, for the literary al-'abalu 'the mountain'. The article frequently

forms a syllable with beginning of the defined word, e.g. l-axar 'the

other', li-ktab 'the book' instead of al-'axaru, al-kitabu. Some dialects
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of South Arabia have the article imp known since antiquity. Outside Arabia

this article (possibly a coincidental result of assimilation) is found only

in the word imbarib 'yesterday', (from al-bariha). The indefinite article

-n (in South - Arabian -m) converged with the case endings and is part of the

declension (Sec. 4.)

3. Word-formation

There are three ba3ic items in Arabic word-formation root, vocalization,

and auxiliaries (prefixes, suffixes, and infixes). The root consists of

consonants only. The overwhelming majority of roots is triliteral, i.e.

each root consists of three consonants as QTL Less frequent are

biliteral, two-consonant roots, remnants of remote antiquity when the three-

consonant root had not yet been established. Medieval Arab philologists

noticed that roots with identical first two consonants are identical or

akin in sense, e.g. JMM, J-ML, JMHR, 'collect's European Semitists

noticed that the root affinity goes further: semantic affinity is found

also in groups of two-consonant roots with a common element: :ID,

(= GDS GB, GZ), QT, QS, tiS, etc. tcutt; and the complementary third con-

sonant may take its place anywhere in the root: thus, WRX, RXX, RIX, RXW

'to be soft, weak'. Biliteral roots have the same morphology as the tri-

literal roots, supplementing the derived forms Jith a third consonant

from among the weakest (', h, w, I), thus, 'abun 'father', 'ubliwatun

'fatherhood'; *binun 'son', bunuwatun tsonhoodt; damun 'blood', damiya

the bled'. Roots with four or five consonants appear but rarely. They

follow the pattern of the derived (i.e. longer) words, sometimes losing

the final consonant.
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The vocalized root is called the base. Both the root and the base are

abstractions, for throughout the ages of spoken language people have spoken

in words, not roots and vocalizations; yet the mind of the speaker, comparing

the similar occurring words, such as qatlun 'killing', qatilun 'killer',

qatilun 'killed, victim', gitalun 'battle', qatalun 'murderous', etc.,

discerns the root QTL and its various vocalizations which appear in other

roots too. Thus, the relation of the active person to the object of action

follows the pattern qatilun 'killer' vs. qatilun 'the killed one3; walidun

'parent', walidun 'son); 'wounding', larihun 'wounded'; 'asirun

'captor', 'asirun 'captive', etc.

The short bases qatl, qitl, qutl, qatil, qatal, etc. have numerous and

various applications, e.g. 'abdun 'slave (concrete singular)', namlun 'ants

(concrete collective)', sawmun 'fast (abstract singular)', darbun 'beating

(abstract collective)'. Frequently several bases serve the same purpose;

for instance, both katifun and kitfun 'shoulder'.

The bases with an elongated vowel are somewhat more definite in their

type-meaning, Thus the types (lath, qatal, aafil serve mostly to produce

qualitative adjectives of various shadings (qatal rather frequently indica-

tive of a propensity for a certain action), e.g. kabIrun 'big, large, great',

haramun 'forbidden', ;akarun 'grateful'. Yet these very patterns may serve

to express different categories of notions, such as the name of an action

or state, e.g. sail:run 'whistling', salgmun 'peace, intactness', qabalun

'reception'. The base qital may express very simple instruments and

appliances, e.g. bitanun 'belt', disarun 'wooden nail', lihafun 'bed sheet'.

The base 2utal frequently indicates flow, disease, etc., as in lu'abun

'spittle', su'alun 'cough', zukamun 'rheum'. The pattern qattall reinforced
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in its very form, expresses heightened content: characterization of a person

by constant occupation or behavior, e.g. 'abbasun 'grim, stern', haddadun

'smith', warraquil 'paper manufacturer'. The base 2E11-1/1, with the final

consonant repeated and with the u vowel throughout, expresses a contemptuous,

humiliating designation, e.g. buhlulun 'fool', sulrurun 'rhyme-scribbler'

(cf. the four- consonant -root word bury-dean 'flea'). The base altayl and

its variations serve to express diminutives, e.g. Uusaynun 'little Hasan'.

In the dialects the same bases appear, sometimes with a change in vowels.

The word-forming prefixes seem to be of pronominal origin. The prefix

'a- forms a number of collective nouns, the most widely used being of the

type LLItil, e.g. 'aqwalan 'words' (from qawlun 'word'). The same prefix

produces the type 'aqtal for adjectives of color and bodily defects (fem.

qatla'), or the elative (comparative-superlative; fem. qutla), e.g.

a. 'aswadu 'black'

'ema 'blind'

f. sawda'u

f. gamya'u

b. 'akbaru 'greater' f. kubra

V V 0.0

'asaddu 'stronger' f. sudda

'adna 'closer' f. dunya

pl. sadanun (root SWD)

pl. lumyanan (root 'MY)

pl. 'a.kabiru f. kubaru

pl. 'asaddu f. ;udadu

pl. 'adanin f. dunan

The prefix ma- forms nouns of place and time on the pattern maqta/il,

e.g. maktabun 'school', malisun 'session, assembly, parliament', mafarrun

'refuge', matarun 'airfield' (root TYR 'fly'), marman 'target, range' (RMY

'throw'); also the passive participle of the maqtul type to be considered

under conjugation (Sec. 5).

The prefix mi- forms names of tools on the pattern miqtal, e.g.

mibradun 'file', miftahan 'key', migassun 'scissors', mizanan 'balance'
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(root WZN 'weigh'), mirman 'missile projector'. Here the pronoun ma 'what'

is joined with the base qital mentioned above as a pattern for names of

simple tools. The length of the vowel is, as we see, variable. The prefix

mu- forms many participles (cf. Sec. 5), but these often become concrete

nouns, as mu'tamarun 'congress' (root 'MR, 'command,' earlier 'speak'),

mustasfan 'hospital' (root 6FY 'heal'). It is also the only means of

forming nouns of place from derived verbs with more than three consonants.

The prefixes ta- and a also play a part in ti, ,rd formation but a less

important part than the prefixes mentioned above. (On verbal nouns with

ta-, cf. Sec. 5.) Illustrations: ta6karun 'recollection', ta'ribatun

'experience', yanbd'un 'well, spring'. The negation la 'nog not' may be

considered a prefix in certain terms, e.g. la -silkIyun 'wireless' (silken

'wire'). The infixes -n-1 -w-, z, are placed between the first and

second radical consonants (less frequently between the second and third).

The most important use of za. (in diminutives of the type qutayl) has been

mentioned above. On the whole these infixes do not bring about any notice-

able change in sense, and are in most cases the result of the dissimilation

of double consonants, as in sunbulatun 'ear of corn' (also sablun), sayqahma

'polisher' (also saqqalun), ka0Oara 'to multiply kawOarun 'numerous'.

Less representative are such cases as 'ieyalun 'male hyena', as opposed to

na'ealun 'hyena'.

The suffixes _a', (from *-au), -at (pausal -ah) are called feminine,

but serve various purposes. Purely feminine notions are quite frequently

expressed without any feminine endings, e.g. h;milun 'pregnant', ka'ibun

'full-breasted', qa'idun 'sterile'. The most frequent feminine ending is

zatah. It is used (1) to indicate feminine gender: fallahun 'peasant',

44.

wax.' rolo..XVIRECY..
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fallabatun 'peasant woman'; (2) to point out one unit of an aggregate, e.g.

tibnun 'straw', tibnatun 'a straw'; (3) to mark the action as non-reiterated,

e.g. darbun 'beating', darbatun 'a blow'; (if) to complement the weak radicals)

as in 'iqamatun 'erection' (type LaIil from root QWM), tarbiyatun 'rearing,

upbringing, education' (type taqtil from root RBW;) (5) to take the place

of a neuter (unknown in the Semitic languages), e.g. xaliqatun 'creature';

(6) with the type qitl, to express manner ci action, as in mi;yatun 'gait'

(root MSY 'to walk'). In a few cases we find merely -t instead of -at) as

frequently in other Semitic languages: bintun 'daughter, girl', (also

ibnatun), 'uxtun 'sister', eintani 'two (also ienatani). The Arabs think

that this t belongs to the root "instead of w" (just as in turaeun 'inherit-

ances, instead of wuraeun).

The types 22.Ilal and qutla mentioned above serve as feminine counter-

parts of the 'aqtal form in various senses. The masculine endings -.7n and

(the latter akin to the pronominal-verbal cf. Sec. 2) may be

mentioned as the opoosites of thn feminine suffixes, -an may point to

masculinity, e.g. Ou'lubanun 'male fox', dib'anun 'male hyena', garibanun

'polecat' (probably also 'insanun 'man' as opposed to 'insun 'the human

races). The same suffix forms adjectives, such as sakranu 'drunken' (f.

sakra), 'uryanun 'naked' (f. 'uryanatun), and nouns of durative action, e.g.

sayalanun 'flow, flux'. The suffix forms the nisba, the relative noun

(adjective of derivation), e.g. 'Arabun 'Arabs' -' 'arablyun 'Arabic'. The

ending -at is dropped before its e.g. 'adatun 'custom, uses, `adIyunicustom-

ary, usual'. In roots with a weak final radical and in two-consonant roots,

the form -awly arises, e.g. sahra'u 'desert' (noun) -+ sahrawiyun 'desert'

(adj.) 'Aliyun 'Ali' -+ 'alawiyun 'Alid' (adj.), badwun 'steppe' qotadawiyun
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'Bedouin'; 'ibnun (from *binun) 'son' banawiyun 'filial'. Sometimes the

syllable an- (from Aramaic learned terms) is inserted without any result-

ant semantic change, e.g. ruhun 'spirit', ruhaniyun 'spiritual'. Not

infrequently sound changes will occur in the root: dissimilation (cf.

Phonetics, Sec. 4), and elongation or abbreviation of proper names, e.g.

Hadramawtu (region in South Arabia) hadramiyun; Marwun (town in Central

Asia) marwaziyun. In a case like San'a'u (capital of Yemen) - san'anIyun

one may see the avoidance of hiatus: an inserted -n- is also used for this

purpose in the modern dialects. In translating into Western languages,

proper names in ziy are given the ending -1, e.g. al-BuxarIyu Al-Bukhari°
7

dynasties are given the ending -id, e.g. `abbisiyun Abbasid (but umawiyun

--- Ellaaal); tribes and sects are given the ending it e.g. kalbiyun

Kalbite, sunniyun Sunnite. The combination of .the suffix:IN.- with the

suffix -at produces not only the feminine of the noun of relation but also

the noun of quality (abstract or collective noun, like English nouns in

-ity, -ism, -dom). Thus 'arabiyatun means not only 'an Arab woman' or

'Arabic (f.)', but also ?Arabism, Arabic language?.

Along with foreign words, some foreign suffixes infiltrated uhe

language: Persian -xanh ?house', Turkish -11 to indicate vocation, some-

times the European -logia, e.g. kutubxanatun 'library', a' atjiy-n 'watch-

maker?, nafsulujiyatun ?psychology?. Purists, however, will avoid such

words; the consistent literary idiom will use instead maktabatun 'library'

(noun of place with feminine ending), sa'atiyun ?watchmaker? (rele+ive
- -

noun), 1111111ma=apLi 'psychology' (periphrastic: 'the science of the soul').

Foreign words sometimes provide ready-made derivatives not following

the Arabic pattern of derivation, e.g. 'Ingilterra 'England', but
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'ingiliziyun !Englishman', qun@ulun 'consul', but qunqulgt; 'consulate'.

The connection between such words may be felt only vaguely by an Arab. In

the Maltese dialect, Arabic bases sometimes occur with Italian suffixes,

e.g. bbieberiya !friendship' (hbieb, pl; of habib 'friend'), hlewicca

'sweetness) (root 'NJ + Ital. -ezza).

Even when it proves technically impossible to apply any word-deriva-

tion pattern, Arabic does find a way out: internal flection gives way to

external flection or to periphrasis, and external flection to periphrasis.

Thus, if the type qattal of a given root is used in another sense, not as

a designation of vocation, or if the root contains more than three conso-

nants, use is made of the relative noun, e.g. hammamun 'bath', hamm's"riTyun

'lath attendant'; bustanun 'garden' (a Persian word), bustaniyun 'gardener'.

If the type 'aRtal is "occupied" by the adjective in the positive degree,

then the comparative- superlative ("elative") is expressed by periphrasis;

thus, 'ahmaru 'red' a 'a'S'addu bumratan (literally 'stronger of redness') or

'asaddubmiraran (literally 'stronger of reddening') lredde" the reddest'.

To express one-time action in terms of action which already has the ending

-at for a different reason, again periphrasis is used, as in 'iciamatun

wabidatun la one-time (single) construction!. Generally, Semitic languages,

much like the Hamitic ones, e.g. Hausa, use periphrasis extensively instead

of derivation. Of specia._ interest are the expressions using kinship terms,

e.g. 1212sn-nawmi 'father of sleep. = poppy', 'ummu,-tariqi 'mother of the

road = highroad', ibnu s-sabili 'son of the road = traveler', ibnu 'arbeIna

sanatan 'son of forty years = forty years old', bintuA-tarIcII 'daughter of

the road = paL:10, laxilulz/Ini. 'brother of wealth = rich man', 'axawata

kina 'the sisters of the verb KWN = verbs of being and becoming, like the
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verb KWN "to be"' (a term of the Arab phililogists). In the spoken dialects

both derivation and periphrasis flourish, continuing the old Arabic types,

but not all of them, of course: even in antiquity a process of selection

was underway. In periphrastic formations used to designate one idea, the

words frequently become so closely connected as to be treated as one word;

thus, ibnu /Xdama (lit. 'son of Adam') 'man', pl. band. /Lama, are fused in

Maltese into one word bniedem, pl. bniedmin; in the Sudan *bnadem loses the

first consonant (which was conceived as the preposition b-) and becomes

nada% pl. nawadem.

4. Declension

Classical Arabic distinguishes three cases (nominative, genitive, and

accusative) and three numbers (singular, dual, and plural). The regular

noun has three cases in the singular: nom. -u, gen. acc. -a (when de-

fined by an article or a following genitive or personal suffix); or nom.

-un, gen. -in, acc. -an (when undefined, i.e. in the absence of these

defining elements).

A personal proper name loses the -n before the indication of the

father's name e.g. Zaydu,bnu 'Amrin 'Zayd the son of 'Amr/ (instead of

Zsyyiun). Likewise, any noun in the nominative drops the -n after the

vocative bra 'oh' as in ya Zaydu 'oh, Zayd'; and in the accusative follow-

ing the particle of absolute negation la as in la sakka 'no doubt', and

in a few cases where the -a is hardly an accusative.?

The dual distinguishes only two cases: the nominative n -a, and, the

oblique (i.e. genitive and accusative) in -ay. It indicat two, yet not
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necessarily a pair, though it arose in order to indicate pairs. If it is

not followed by a defining genitive or by a pronominal suffix, it takes on

the complementary ending -ni (from -nal which is attested for old dialects).

Thus, 2.2.1izmaLa 'Zayd's hands', bayna yadayhi 'between his hands, in

front of him'; al -yadani 'both hands'.

The plural also has two cases, the nominative in -a, and the oblique

in -I. If no defining genitive or pronominal suffix follows, it takes onMI!

the complementary ending -na. Thus, band TamTmin (lit. 'the sons of Tamiml)

'the tribe of Tamimi; rajulun min bani Tamimin 'a man of (from) the tribe of

Tamiml; al-muslimdna 'the Muslims'. The feminine plural also distinguishes

only two cases: nominative in -atu(n) and oblique in -Kti(n), the -n ending

of the indefinite state is treated as in the singular. Thus, xamsu sanawatin

'five years'; al-muslimatu 'the Muslim women'. In both genders the same

principle may be noted; the plural is formed by the elongation of the vowel

of the singular, but while the masculine is formed by elongating the vowel

of the case (ending), the feminine is formed by elongating the vowel of the

feminine suffix: muslimun.:muslimun-a; musliminmuslimina; muslimatunmuslimkun;

muslimatin:muslimatin.

The regular plural is used rather rarely. For the most part the

collective nouns known as broken plurals take its place. These collective

nouns, which often supersede the plural, are of several types, of which the

post common are: qutEll gitall 'aqtall and 221E111 (the latter for nouns
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with four radicals or for three radical nouns with a final long vowel), e.g.

Singular

qalbun 'heart' qulabun

kalbun 'dog' kilgbun

lawnun 'color' 'alwgnun

markazun 'center' marakizu

miftgljun 'key' mafgtIbu

These patterns apply to foreign words also, e.g.

Plural

bank bank buniik

jurnal 'journal' jaranil

qunsul 'consul' qangsil

Nouns that are too long either lose the last consonant, as bolsefik

'Bolshevik', pl.' balasifa(tun), or form the regular plural in -it, as metr

- -'meter'
7
p1. 'amtar

7
but kilometr pl. kilometrat. A noun may have several

v_ v_ v
si_plural forms, e.g. sat= s'sheep' has as plurals a'un, sayhun, hunl sawan,

siwahun, Lyghun, sawaha, asawihu. Usually there is no semantic
IMM

difference between the various plural forms. Sometimes a single narrative

will use two or three different plural patterns for the same noun without

the slightest difference in meaning. There is a "plural of paucity" (from

three to ten items), and a "plural of abundance" (over ten items) but in

practice this differentiation is unstable. Thus cawlun 'word', may be in

the plural 'aqwglun (three to ten) or 12.2.wilu (ten or more). For some

nouns one plural indicates one meaning of the word, another plural a second

meaning, e.g. baytun means 'house' or l(poetic) verse' (cf. Greek otKos,

KOVTdiC1,01) ); the plural 'houses' is buyutun, while ,abyatun means 'verses';

yet, in antiquity, this latter form also meant 'houses' (as in South-.Arabian
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and Ethiopic lakit).

There is a class of nouns which in the indefinite singular do not take

the ending -n, and have only two cases: nominative in -u, oblique in -a;

these nouns are called in grammars diptotes ("two-case"). When such nouns

are defined, they do not differ from regular three-case nouns (triptotes).

Under the heading of diptotes we find: (1) proper names of foreign origin,

feminine names in -at, in -an, and of the type qutal, and verb-like names,

e.g. Butrusu 'Peter', Maryamu 'Mary', Makkatu 'Mecca', Luqmanu 1Lokmanl,

4Umaru 'Omar', Yazidu 'Yazid' (imperfect of ZYD); (2) nouns with a non-

radical -a', with the vocalization a-a-i-u, adjectives of the types 1221E4,

qatlan, e.g. 'Oralu 'maiden, virgin', malarifu 'enlightment', 'asraju

'lame', yapanu 'angry'. Thus, bintu 'aswada 'daughter of a Negro', but

bintu,1-'aswadi 'the Negro's daughter', and bintu 'aswadina 'our Negro's

daughter'. The origin of this class has Snot been fully explained as yet;

it does not appear in other Semitic languages.8

The contraction of weak sound combinations (cf. Phonetics, Sec. 4)

produces the endings -an, -in with incomplete declension in the singular.

The vowel preceding -n is short; without the -n the vowel is long: thus

wadin:al-wadi 'valley'; fatan:al-fats 'youth'. Nouns in -a are not declined

in the singular at all, e.g. Musa 'Moses' (theoretically a diptote, as a

proper name of foreign origin). Nouns in -I have accusative in -iya, as

wadiyan:al-wadiya. The a of nouns in -stun in the singular goes back to

awa or azal and therefore form the plural in -awatun, as bayatun 'life',

pl. bayawatun.

A few nouns when followed by a defining element have a long case-ending

vowel even in singular; such are 'abun 'father', 'alcun 'brother', hamun
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'father-in-law', hanun 'thing', e.g. 'abd Ydsufa 'Joseph's father', 'axaka

'thy brother'. In the word famun 'mouth', the m is a former indefinite

article, and the noun when defined has these forms: fa (nom.), fi (gen.),

fa (ace.). The noun bd. 'master', gen. 6I, acc. Oa, is derived from a demon-

strative pronoun (cf. Sec. 2)1 and is always used with a following defining

element, as in 671 1-mali 'master of wealth, rich man'; the plural is 'ulu

or aawd, fem. sing. aatu(n), fem. pl. aawau(n).

Mar'atun:imra'atun 'woman' forms its plural from another root: nisDun,

niswinun, niswatun, nisana (the first being the usual form).

Bek 'prince' (from Turkish bek, now Lel) has the plural bekawatun, by

analogy with bas a 'pasha', pl. ba;(aw)atun and /aya lags' pl. i12iLal.

The English loan-word lord forms the plural lordatun.

In the modern dialects the declension has been simplified: the case

endings of the singular have been dropped, the dual has been preserved only

in nouns, with the ending =20.1V-en throughout, the regular plural has the

ending -in, fem. -at (though the feminine plural ending has been extended

greatly and has a much wider application); however, the broken plural is

flourishing but with the number of patterns (originally over forty) reduced.

In the Maghrib dialects the feminine ending -at is used rather frequently

as a means of forming the plural, e.g. Maltese kittiebat 'writers' instead

of the usual kattabin from sing. kattab. The dual and the masculine plural

retain the final -n even when followed by a defining genitive (ad sensum)

or a pronominal suffix; only the word bani in tribal names and some current

names of pairs of limbs (usually: hands, feet, eyes, ears) retain the form

without -n. In some Arabian dialects as well as in the Arabic of Soviet

Central Asia the indefinite article -n (but without case indication) is
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retained, as in cayin azraq 'blue (i.e. green) tea'. The genitive relation

is expressed simply by contact of the preceding defined noun with the

following defining element, e.g. bayt al-mal 'the house of the wealth, the

treasury'. Yet, side by side with this simplest pattern, a more complicated

and clearer one has emerged: the defined noun, with the definite article,

is joined to the defining word with the help of a word meaning 'property';

the most widespread word for 'property' is mata' rata' (Maghrib), ta'

before consonants, and tie' before vowels (Malta), beta' (Egypt)9, taba'

(Syria); but also mal (Iraq), bagg (Arabia), hana (Sudan). Thus, in

Maltese, 'government printing-house'; il-ktieb ta'na

'our book'; 1-itra tie'ek 'thy letter'.

In Morocco the relative pronoun di or d, sometimes expanded into dial,

is used for the same purpose. Example: Ora d-l-blgd or sera dial 1-blgd

'the plan of the town'.

As mentioned above, the feminine ending -at retains its t in the

dialects only when followed by a defining genitive or a pronominal suffix,

as in mart it-tazir 'the merchant's wife', marti 'my wife' (Classical

mar'atu,t-tajiri, mar'ati); or else it is pronounced -ah or -a, with

reduction in some dialects (_e, -i in Syria, except when it follows an

emphatic or laryngeal or r, e.g. sini 'year'). Other -a endings (former

-a, -an, and foreign ones), follow the same pattern, e.g. dunyit

411a 'God's world' (dunya), marsit il-mdine, 'the city harbour' (marsan),

basit Halab 'the pasha of Aleppo' (basa, from Turkish 2.810.
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5. Conjugation

Verbs and verbal nouns are classified by "forms" ("conjugations"). The

"forms" are bases, stems expressing variations in the quantity, quality, or

direction of an action, state, or condition. In Western manuals they are

marked by the Roman numerals I to XV, but the last five are too rare to be

considered here. The derivation can be seen from Table III below. In the

main their meanings are as follows:

Form I - simplest, starting point for further derivation

Form II - to do frequently br intensively, to consider somebody as ...;

frequently overlaps with Form IV

Form III - to direct, strive to, act in conjunction with...

Form IV - to shape into..., induce, cause to do...

Form V - to become..., to do to oneself, to claim to be...

Form VI - to act mutually, to simulate

Form VII - to let action be done to oneself; reflexive

Form VIII - reflexive of I; may be used instead of VI or VII

Form IX - to be or become a certain color, or marked by a certain defect

Form X - to ask somebody for something, to force oneself, to do unto

oneself; reflexive of IV

In English we can discern as parallel to some of these "forms" the separate

forms of passive, reflexive, causative (factitive, as in to strengthen.)

The I form of the root 'LM means 'to know'; the II 'to teach' (causative);

the V 'to study' ('learn, teach oneself'; reflexive).
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Table III VERBAL FORMS AND NOUNS OF ROOT QTL ITO KILL'

Form Voice Perfect Imperfect Imperative Participle Verbal Noun

I active qatala yaqtulu uqtul qatilun qatlun

passive qutila yuqtalu maqtalun811..1.0.=10

II active qattala yuqattilu qattil maqattilun taqtilun

passive quttila yuqattalu ...1, muqattalun

III active qatala yuqatilu qatil muqatilun muqatalatun

passive qutila yuqatalu muqtalun OIL .110.111111MIONMO

IV active 'aqtala yucitilu 2aqtil muqtilun 21qtalun

passive 'uqtila yuqtalu muqtalun1111=1 1111D

V active taqattala yataqattalu taqattal mutaqattilun taqattulun

passive tuquttila yutaqattalu =MOM =1 mutaqattalun 111111.1MNINIIIIMI

VI active taqatala yataqatalu taqatal mutaqatilun taqatulun

passive tuqutila yutaqatalu mutaqatalun

VII active inqatala yanqatilu ingatil munqatilun inqitalun

VIII active iqtatala yaqtatilu iqtatil muqtatilun iqtitalun

passive uqtutila yuqtatalu muqtatalun

IX active iqtalla yaqtallu iqtalil muqtallun iqtilalun

X active

passive

istaqtala yastaqtilu

ustuqtila yustaqtalu

istaqtil mustaqtilun

mustaqtalun

istiqtalun

1111
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As for the history of the forms, we should note that the IV form is the

result of the reduction of the former characteristic sibilant s into h

and then into '1 i.e. sa-qtala ha-qtala 'aqtala. (The first of these

formations is attested in Minaean inscriptions) the second in Sabaean

inscriptions and some vestiges in North-Arabian.) In the X form this

sibilant has been retained after regular change into s. In the IV form,

the imperfect lost the 'a syllable, and therefore the passive imperfect

of I and IV is the same (*yu'awtalu yuqtalue.) The meaning of IV is most

frequently transitive, though there are cases of intransitive usage for

the causative of internal object, as in the case of larbun 'west', 'ayraba

'he went westward', hasanatun 'good deed', 'ahsana 'he acted as benefactor'.

In VIII the former reflexive prefix to has exchanged place with the first

radical. The analogous case of the Hebrew reflexive shows that originally

this exchange occurred only when the first radical was a sibilant, as in

histammer 'he guarded himself, was careful', from the root AMR (but

hiOkapper 'he was redeemed') from root KPR, with change of t to e after

vowel).

The first form appearE in six types (of which the table shows only

one) the most common). C- these, four are variants both in vocalization

and content; two depend on the composition of the root and are mere formal

variations in vocalization. Even in the classical period these types

influenced one another and were confused, with the result that there are

no exact rules about them. Examples:

(1) kataba 'he wrote' yaktubu the writes' uktub 'write!'

(2) daraba 'he hit' yadribu 'he hits' idrib 'hit!'

(3) qata'a 'he cut' yaqtalu 'he cuts' iqta' 'cut!'
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(4) marida 'he was ill.,

he fell ill'
yamradu 'he is ill' imrad 'be ill!'

(5) wariea 'he inherited' yarieu 'he inherits' rie 'inherit!'

(6) karuma 'he was
generous'

yakrumu 'he is gener-
ous'

ukrum 'be generous!'

Formally, the main difference lies in the vocalization of the second

radical (a-u, a-i, a-a, i-a, u-u). The difference in content is as

follows:

First type: transitive, deep or complete action;

Second type: transitive, transitory, superficial action;

Third type: occurs only when the second or th4.rd radical is a

laryngeal (x, y, ', h); sometimes, by analogy with other

verbs, this type follous another type, as in daxala 'he entered',

zalxalu he enters', under the impact of xaravla 'he went out',

yaxru3u 'he goes out';

Fourth type: intransitive; temporary, transient state;

Fifth type: conditioned by the initial radical w which, since it is

incompatible with the vo-alization in -u-, dissimilates it into-i-,

and formally turns the first type (a-u) into the second (a-i), e.g.

waladat 'she gave birth', talidu 'she gives birth', and the second

(a-i) into a special fifth type, peculiar to verbs with an initial

w (the karuma type is preserved even when the initial radical is 14,

but this type is generally rare in the language);

Sixth type: intransitive; permanent state or condition.

These types reflect a very ancient frame of mind which is quite alien

to us; the definitions "transitive" and "intransitive*, though they apply
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to the overwhelming majority of cases of each type, prove useless for the

minority of cases that reflect that peculiar frame of mind; for example,

the verbs of motion ('come', 'go', 'enter', etc.) in the first group go

back to a time when the direction of action was thought of as a direct

object;1° verbs of internal action ('think', 'know', 'understand', etc.),

though transitive, belong to the fourth type.11 How complicated the

history of these types may be, and hots difficult it is to explain each

specific case in teaching Arabic, can be seen from the following example:

bamida 'he praised', yabmadu 'he praises', ibmad 'praise!' is a transitive

verb of type four; but why? This is a transposition (metathesis) variant

of the verb madaha 'he praised', yamdahu 'he praises', but the metathesis

occurred in the imperfect or imperative, and here, unless either the second

or third radical is a laryngeal, the corresponding perfect can be only

hamida (type i-a.) The more ancient order MDH is Rttested by the related

roots MDD, MTT 'elongate, stretch out (sc. arms)'. The six types can be

distinguished only in the perfect, imperfect, and imperative of the active

voice of form I. In other forms, the type a-i (in V and VI, however, a-a)

prevails, except in the participles; only occasionally do other types occur,

without playing any role in the language.

The passive is used only when the acting agent is unknown or unnamed.

Originally it was another, special "form" (conjugation) of the verb, but

later a number of passive "forms" were incorporated into the conjugation

as parallels to each of the active "forms" (except the intransitive VII

and IX, which ordinarily have no passive voice, though there is no techni-

cal difficulty in constructing one).
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The above mentioned types of form 17 it would seem, were also -rigi-

nally separate "forms". But the passive converged with the i-a type, to

which it was closest in content; thus, qutila 'they killed him, he was

killed', yuqtalu 'they kill him', just like zukima 'he had a (nose) cold',

yuzkamu 'he has a (nose) cold' (cf. marida 'he fell yAllati.. 'he is

MI). The u vowel of the passive voice resulted from the insertion into

the verb of a former prefix which is still used to form the passive in

many African languages .12

The conjugation of the perfect tense is effected '7 replacing the

ending -a with the endings shown in the table of personal pronouns (Sec.

4.2), and is the same for all the "forms". The conjugation of the

imperfect employs the prefixes (and confixes) shown in the same table

but distinguishes several moods characterized by different endings (though

the distinction is not carried through completely):

Indicative Subjunctive Jussive,

IME2E2:tive

he, she, thou (m.), we -u -a A
---y- /

thou (f.) -Ina -1
T

both -ani -g.

they (m.), you (m.) -Una -u

they (f.), you (f.) -na

In the simplest forms, indicative and subjunctive are inflected as the

noun declension: -u in the nominative and -a in the accusative; in the more

complicated forms, subjunctive, jusr-live and imperative, verbs end simply in

the concluding parts of the confixes, but the indicative has in addition the
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endings -nay -nip like the dual and regular plural of nouns. The imperative

has no personal prefixes; in many cases it begins w!_th a two-consonant

cluster which is relieved at the opening of speech by the auxiliary i- or

u- (cf. Phonetics Sec. 3).

The moods can be strengthened by the addition of the ending -:i ("light

form") or -nna/-nni ("grave form"), e.g. wa-tallahi la /akidanna /asnamakum

'and, by God, I shall indeed plot against your idols' (root KYD 'to scheme,

plot1).

For the verbal nouns, we may note that the prefix ma in the passive

participle of form I is peculiar to Arabic among the Semitic languages

(Hebr. 2.Lul.g, Aram. oetil; reflexive substitutes in other languages). The

vocalization of mu- in the participles of the derived forms (as well as in

the prefixes zat, tu, /u-, nu- in the active imperfect of and IV)

has its origin in the reduction of a to el which is here originally un-

stressed. In IV, today's muotilun, yucitilu, etc. derive from *mu'Ercitilun,

*zalElltilu. The most frequent verbal nouns are shown in the table. But

has up to forty forms of verbal noun (depending on the type of verb and

various concomitant notions--such as duration, partial character, etc.);

the other forms have far fewer variants, and only the more regular ones,

II gittalun, III qitalun9 V ti ittalun, VI tioitalun will be mentioned

here) though even these are rare. The more or less accepted pattern

qitalun of III resulted from oitalun by quantitative dissimilation (long

vowel shortened before another long one).

The most frequent and important cases of assimilation resulting from

the contact between radical consonants and non-radical ones in the verb
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occur in VIII:

8t 'et dt zt

1 1 1 1

00 aa dd zd

tt

tte

dt st zt wt yt 't

1 1 1 1

dt st zt tt

The intradentals when encountering a t admit also mutual assimilation et

tt, ót dd, and zt -÷ tt (from dd) , and the Classical z) t -÷ zed is more

natural than the presumed Lb (actaall7 read tt or Ot). Thus arises

izdi''arun 'impediment', from ZN, ittihadun 'union' from WHD. However,

these assimilations stem from different periods; the fronttongue sounds

assimilated the t when it still was in front of them, i.e. before the trans

position had taken place (otherwise zt would not produce zd in Arabic),

while the weak w and z changed under the pressure of the initial 1.7, i.e.

after the transposition (the double tt here being a secondary 'ormation).

The perfect expresses completed action, referring most frequently to

the past, e.g. tarahana Oalaeatu nafarin !three persons made a bets, but it

may refer to the present, as in 'alimtu II knows, or to the future, as in

'in 'adhaktani 'if you make me laughs. The imperfect refers to incompleted

action, and may refer to the present or future, as to 'u'tika II give thee'

or II shall give thee'; but in some cases it may refer to the past, as in

lam y.a]id 'he did not find2. For more precize expression of the past in

the case of completed action, the verb is preceded by the auxiliary verb

KWN 'to be' or the particle gal 'already' or, sometimes, by, both combined,

as in kand qad raia'a ,ila baytihi 'he returned homes. This turn of speech

is often used ,) express the past perfect. The perfect of KWN set before

the imperfect of another verb will convey the nation of reiterated or usual

action in the past, as in kana ya]lisu she used to sit, he would sit'. For
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more precise expression of the future, the particle sawfa 'thereupon' or its

abridgment sa- followed by the imperfect of the indicative is used, as in

sa-/aakuru 'I shall mention'. The imperfect of KWN with the imperfect of

another verb expresses the ingressive, 'to be about to...', as in /akanu

'aktubu 'I am about to write, I am going to write'. A series of auxiliary

verbs helps to express the various "aspects" of action, such as beginning

('axaaa yaktubu 'he begesn writing'; literally 'he took to writing'); close-

ness to action (kada yaktubu 'he almost wrote'); continuity (ma zalajaktubu

'he did not cease writing, he went on kept on writing% etc. The examples

quoted show that there is no conjunction to connect the auxiliary verb with

the main verb, and instead of our to write or writing the main verb appears

in the imperfect, and both the auxiliary verb and the main verb undergo

parallel change, mutually agreeing with each other (except when the auxil-

iary verb precedes the subject and the main verb follows the subject, in

which case the agreement in number is broken, cf. Syntax, Sec. 2).

The so-called irregular verbs represent anomalies dependent upon the

composition of the root. The sound changes that deflect verbs and verbal

nouns from the expected regular form have been mentioned above (cf. Pho-

netics, Sec. 4). The doubled verbs (verba mediae geminatae), i.e. verbs

with identical second and third radical, such as DQQ 'break, bruise, block'

and verbs with a "weak" consonant (w or 2) as the middle radical ("hollow";

verba mediae w, 2) such as QWM 'stand', SYR Igo, walk' will show contrac-

tions in the perfect, with differences in the formation of the open syllable

(daqqa, Rama, sera from *dacia.al *qawama, *sayara) and the closed syllable

(daqaata, qumta, sirta from *gilata, * sirta respectively). 13 The imperfect

is formed on the patterns yaduqu, miss, yasira (open syllables) and

.
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yaqumna, yasirna (with closed syllables). Forms II, V (eften

VI) of the doubled verb and III III, V, VI of hollow verbs generally

follow the regular conjugation. Likewise, the denominative hollow verbs,

e.g. sawida the was black' (from 'aswadu 'black') has the imperfect yaswel.

Verbs with an initial glottal stop are identical in forms III and IV, since

two glottal stops may not occur in the same syllable: 'akala 'he ate',

forms III and IV, 'akala. The verbs /KI, 'eat', 'MR 'command', 'Xi) 'take'

have the imperatives kul, mur, xua instead of u/kul, u'mur, u/xua; the

latter forms do occur in the dialects, however. VerbF with an initial w

follow the a-i, a-a, i-i patterns, but lose the w in form I in the imper-

fect active, the imperative, and in the simplest noun of action with the

fAminine ending, e.g. wasala 'he connected', yasilu the connects', sil

'connect!' silatun 'connection (and other meanings)'.

Verbs with a final w or 2: undergo a series of changes. All their

derived forms show the timbre I (1, 2) and no trace of timbre U w)

thus, 'IOW ('pass, befall, attack') has as the verbal noun of V ta'addin

(goppressior, injury') reflecting *taladduyun and not *teadduwun. Here

too the difference between open and closed syllable is noticeable: e.g.

rama 'he threw' from itTyam, but ramayta 'thou threwest', much as a

regular verb. Verbs that combine several anomalies are affected by all

of them; but the middle w before a final z is stable; for example, Sawa

'v'he roasted' forms 21414.1 'he will roast', iswi 'roast!' however, assimi-

lation will still affect the w, e.g. itgawyun produces vsayyun 'roast'.

Quadriliteral verbs are infrequent, and their conjugation is that of

triliterals, but e.g. handasa 'he measured', corresponds to form II of

the triliteral verb (qattala), and therefore we have yuhandisu 'he measures',
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handis 3measurell, muhandisun 'geometrician, technician, engineer'.

Further, form II of the quadriliteral verb corresponds to form V of the

triliteral (tafalsafa the philosophized'; 1114 is akin to V1I3 (iydanfara

the was rude', root rim with inserted -n-); IV4 is like IX3 (isma'alla

the was, became dispersed', root

Mention must be made of the negative verb laysa 'is not' from la Inc'

plus itzi2 'there is', the latter corresponding to Hebrew yes, Assyro-

Babylonian isu, Aramaic 'i8, with a dissimilation et --> st), which is used

with the endings of the perfect only and which in closed syllables shows the

base las-, e.g. lastum 'you are not' (from *layetum).

The spoken dialects have preserved the main features of the Classical

conjugation. The passive, which even in Classical Arabic could be replaced

by reflexive forms, has disappeared except for a few traces, like the parti-

ciple maqta and some intransitive verbs that absorbed the former passive

voice as reduced short vowels converged. A real passive will occur only

by way of borrowing from the literary idiom, in certain locutions such as

qutil qatil (or 'itil 2atil) 'killed was the slain man, somebody was

killed'; in general, VII or VIII of te active voice replaces the passive.

IV is on the decline, and II takes its place; only in such specific cases

as 'aslam 'he embraced Islam', is IV still in use but even here, by virtue

of the loss of the unstressed initial vowel (the glottal stop weakened and

fell away), it may be identical with 17 e.g. 'arada 'he wished' -+ rad.

Vocalization depends to a great extent on the surrounding consonants, and

therefore the old types of I are only barely distinguishable. Here are

examples from the dialect of Tripolitania: ;Alb 'he drank', 'Sdrbetfilfrbet

'she drank', *ioerbutidrba 'they drank'; imperfect: yoGrob, paGrab, y/;rub;
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imperative: 4robl asrab, iisrub, f;rub. The verb tto write' KTB produces:

perfect kteb (m.), kitbet (f.), kftebu (pl.); imperfect pilctit; imperative

Sktib. We see here a development which is just the opposite of the Classical

norm: sariba-nprabu, which has no u in its base, ac-luires labial vocaliza-

tion (though, as the variants show, it is not binding), while kataba-yaktubu

with its u in, the base, loses its labial vocalization. In stricter pro-

nunciation (of the educated in Syria and Egypt) one can distinguish the

types qatal (transitive) and mirid (intransitive) F mArida; in the prefixes

of the imperfect the vowel -a- appears only when the first radical is a

laryngeal, e.g. yPrif the notices' - elsewhere the vowel is -i- (or the

usual reduced -e-)1 e.g. ylktub/yfktib the writes'. As in the case of the

personal pronouns (mentioned above in Sec. 2), the living dialects lost the

dual except in the nouns; the "provincial" group retains the distinction

between masculine and feminine in the plural, but the "urban" group has

lost it. In this way the conjugation has been considerably simplified. The

form for the third person masculine singular of the perfect deserves partic-

ular attention: the "provincial" group has the ending -am, the "urban"

group the ending -u; Classical has both, but most verbs have -11, and -aw

occurs in verbs with a final w or z, e.g. gatalu *they killed' but ramaw

'they threw'; in Egypt -um is also used, e.g. oatalum, ramum.14

In the conjugation of the imperfect, the dialects make extensive use

of various particles to express shades of the time of action (continuous

vs. general, etc.). In Syria, Palestine, and Egypt, b- is widespread, e.g.

biktub/baktib II write', and, with assimilation of bn to ran, mniktub/

meniktib twe write,. In Morocco and Algeria ka-/ta- is used, e.g. kayakul/

teiyikul the eats'. The Maghrib dialects have a characteristic feature in
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the formation of the first person of the imperfect: n- III, n...0 Iwei, e.g.

eat', naulu 'we eat' parallel to ygkul 'he eats', zi.111111 'they

eat', tgkul 'thou (m.) eatestI, 'you eatI. In DaeInah (South Arabia)

the pronoun 'wee became lahna (dissimilation of n...n to 1...n), and this

affected the imperfect, e.g. labna ma laqbil 'we shall not accept' (instead

of Classical nahnu mg naqbalu).

The variety of moods, indicative, subjunctive, and jussive, died out

at an early period. The "provincial" gimp preserves the iY.dicative in -n,

while the "urban" group has lost it, e.g. Iikulin/tgkuli 'thou (f.) eatest',

where the presence or absence of -n has no semantic value. The active parti-

ciple is used as a verb, more in some dialects, less in others; it is

extraordinarily in vogue in the Arabic of Soviet Central Asia.

In the spoken dialects) combinations of nouns and participles with

pronominal suffixes often play the rol9 of verbs of more general content.

Thus 'and Tat with, chezI with suffixes serves to express to have' as in

'andi ktgb 'I have a book', mg 'andis 'I have no book'. The combinations

fI-hi 'in its, and ma fI-hi (i1712 'there is not are very much used in

Syria, Palestine, and Egypt. In Mesopotamia the corresponding words are

gku and make respectively (origin as yet unclear). Bi-wadd 'in the desire'

with suffixes functions in the sense of to want, wish', and helps to

express the future, as in su baddi a'mal (Syria), biddi a'mal e (Egypt)

'what shall I do2I. In Morocco and Algeria we find the participle ra (from

rg'ih 'goings or perhaps from ra 'look') with suffixes to express 'to bet,

e.g. rani II am'. Auxiliary words are often abridged; e.g. `animal 'doing',

which in Syria and E3ypt indicates continuous action, is abridged to 'am,

as in `animal yiktub = 'amm byiktub 'he is writings; hatta 'until) in order
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tot is shortened to ta, which is used to indicate urging or inducing, as in

tanrah 'let us go! (literally, 'in order that we got).

The verb ra/g. Ito see' weakened and was superseded in the dialects by

the more vigorous saf; on the other hand, another weakened verb, ja'a the

camel, has been preserved but with reinforcement: its forms with an open

syllable uFually get an additional initial syllable: ila 'he camel, ilit

'she camel, izu 'they camel (Syria); aga/iai 'he camel, agat 'she camel,

but m 'they came' (Egypt); the imperative is provided from another root--

taql(a) or tea (m.), teLi or tei (f.), taq1u or teu (pl.)

A very important change took place in the spoken Arabic conjugation

of the perfect of the doubled verbs (mediae geminatae): they are treated

as if they had a final True, the simplest 3 person sing. masc. form

differentiates the two categories, e.g. madd 'he stretched out' (root MDD),

ram-a7 'he threw' (root RMY), but in all the other formations the endings

are identical, e.g. maddaLVmaddet II stretched out thou stretchedest

out', ramayt/ramk 'I threw out, thou threwest out', maddayna/maddena 'we

threw'. The former perfect forms of the doubled verbs in which the

identical consonants are separated by a short vowel, e.g. madadtu,

madadng, do not occur any more.

As in other Semitic languages, we find in Arabic too the use of the

verb QWM Ito get up' to express vividness of action, or with the impera-

tive, 'urging') e.g. aisaal 'hG got up he said') = Igo, get going'.
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6. Particles

Most adverbs are expressed by nouns in the accusative, e.g. masalan 'for

example', 'al-'gna 'at present, now'. These forms are also used in the

dialects, but the ending -a is dropped, as are all the original short vowel

endings; the ending -an is frequently replaced by a pausal -g. However, the

dialects usually borrow such adverbs from the literary language, which

borrowing can be traced by the phonetics of the words; thus, in Syria one

hears masalan 'for example' but matal 'example' (there is also matalan bat

this word is suspect, inasmuch as the literary 0 is read by Syrians as s)

and the old ending -an disappears in its proper function). The Arab nowadays

feels no need for a specific adverbial ending; an adjective can serve as

adverb too, e.g. tayyib 'good' or 'well', ktir 'many, much) very'; similarly

a noun with some additional demonstrative particle, e.g. hg.aal-waqt 'this

time' = 'now' halwaqt, hallaq, halqayt (Syria), dilwagt (Egypt)) dg.ba

(Morocco), etc.

The prepositions are former nouns defined by a following genitive. In

Classical Arabic all the prepositions require the genitive, e.g. 11,J,12arli

in the house'. Some are very short (bi 'with', li 'to', fi 'in', min

'from'), some longer ('ila 'to', 'alg. 'on, against', lady 'at) in front

of'); before pronominal suffixes the ending turns into a diphthong) as in

LalaLE 'upon you', etc. Former nouns used as particles have -a when

serving as prepositions but -u when serving as adverbs) e.g. flaw's. 'over':

fawqu 'up(stairs)'; ba'da tafterl:badu 'later'. The connection of verbs

with indirect objects by prepositions has very significant effects: the

prepositions change the meaning of the verbs) sometimes even reversing the

meaning. Thus D'W 'call', but deg. lahu 'he blessed him', deg. 'alayhi
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tae cursed him'; 'SR 'bind' ista'sara-hu 'he captured him', but ista'sara

lahu 'he surrendered to him'. In the dialects, the prepositions underwent

various changes. Li- and 9ila, close in sense, form, and probably in origin,

are regular1-#7 confused; short prepositions easily merge with the following

words, e.g. ja'a bi- 'he came with, he brought' gave rise to the spoken

Arabic verb vzab/gab (imperfect ziiiblyigib) 'to bring'; the prepositions

'ala 'over' and mm 'from' are often abridged to 'a- and mi- respectively,

especially with the article, e.g. 'alb;t, milb;t instead of 'ala,l-b;t 'on

the house', mina 1 -bet or ll172et 'from the house'. FT, despite the length

of its vowel, is often reduced to f-, as in Maltese flimkien = flok 'instead'

(the former from the Arabic fi,l-makani, the latter from fr. plus Italian

loco 'place'). Li- with pronominal suffixes merges with the verb into one

stress unit, e.g. 1111211 (Syria), iblggli (Egypt) 'shave me, give me a

shave'; ziblna (Syria), hatlina (Egypt) 'bring us, fetch us'.

n- appears unexpectedly instead of e.g. n'andi 'to me'.

lil arose, e,g. 1111 'met, lil -min 'whom?'.

In Morocco,

In Maltese

Classical Arabic is very rich in conjunctions, sometimes with only

subtle differences betty o,. kindred ones, e.g. between wa 'and' (with the

sense of simultaneity) and fa 'and' (with the sense of consecutiveness);

between 'anna 'that' (following verb or particle) and 'inna indeed,

verily' (independently opening a sentence)) both corresponding to the

Hebrew hinn4 'behold'. Conjunctions are formed from nouns and verbs with

the help of the pronoun ma 1what'l e.g. kulla-ma 'whenever, every time

(that)...', tala-ma 'as long as'. A curious example of the impact of

ideology upon language is the rule of classical style that the name of

Allah cannot be conjoined with his creatures by the conjunction wa; if
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need be, the notion of 'Allah and...' can be expressed by the orthodox

Muslim author with the adverb Summa 'then' instead of the conjunction wa,

e.g. 'ashadtu,llaha Summa 'ama'atan mina,l-muslimina 'I ask God, further-

more a number of Muslims, to bear witness'. In the dialects, the subtleties

of the Classical conjunctions are obliterated; wa is far more used than fa,

and the latter is on the verge of disappearing; 'anna and 'inna converge in

one conjunction in 'that' (like the former in content, the latter in form);

in place of the Classical 'in 'if', we now find Yiaa (also Classical),

which has become ida, iza, or ila. Ordinary Classical conjunctions can be

replaced by new formations or even borrowings) e.g. wa-'illa land if not'

willa, walla) or the Persian a., both used instead of 'aw 'or'.

Classical interjections are easily turned into nouns, i.e. take on the

usual case endings, as in 'uffun. lahu, 'uffin lahu, 'uffan lahu 'fie, for

shame'. Of course, there is actually no declension here. The exclamation

wa y11.... 'woe unto....' produced waylun 'grief, calamity, woe'. On the

other hand, entire expressions may be compressed into a particle and become

interjections) e.g. wavlun li-'ummihi or waylu 'ummihi 'woe unto his mother'

is reduced to waylimmi. In the dialects the absence of case endings favors

the eradication of the border line between noun and interjection.
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V. SYNTAX

1. Word order

In the nominal clause the normal word order is subject-predicate, e.g.

Zaydun mariclun 1Zayd is ill'. Sometimes, by reason of special logical

stress upon the predicate, the word order may change, e.g. salamun hiva

it is peace' ('peace it is'; refers to the night of divine power, Quran

sura 97). In the verbal clause, the normal word order is predicate-

subject-object, e.g. zara Zaydun 'Amran 'Zayd visited 'Amrl. But sometimes

the subject precedes the predicate this is not infrequent in proverbs

which still preserve the most ancient structure going back to the pre-

verbal stage, e.g. al,.hi.1ua.,t1W,1-`ailutlbu,l-kamala

/the fool seeks wealth, the sage seeks periection'. The object precedes

the verb only rarely, as in 'Iyaka na'budu wa-qyaka nasteinu 'Thee do we

worship, and on Thee do we call for help' (Quran, sura 1). In general, to

express logical stress upon the object, the Arabs usually use a third person

pronominal suffix with the verb, referring to the preceding object, e.g.

wa,1-'arda wada'aha 'the earth, He set it for the living; He

set the earth.../ (Quran, sura 55). Often, a verbal clause will be the

predicate of a nominal sentence; the clause is connected with the subject

of the nominal sentence by a third person pronominal suffix, e.g. haddadun

kana lahu kalbun 'a smith he had a dog, a smith had a dog' (also: °a smith

who had a dogl).

A modifier follows the modified noun, e.g. lisanuul-'Arabi 'the

language of the Arabs', al-luyatu,,1-'arabiyatu 'the Arabic language/. Only
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the article and the demonstrative pronouns precede the modified noun, as in

haaaur-rajulu 'this man'. The connection between the modifier and the modi-

fied noun is so firm that an inserted word cannot intervene, e.g. 'the

language and the poetry of the Arabs' is to be translated lisanu,1-'Arabi

wa-si'ruhum that is 'the language of the Arabs and their poetry'. Modifiers

can be multiplied, e.g. 'alsinatu 1-'Arabi wa 1-Fursi wa t-Turki 'the

languages of the Arabs, the Persians and the Turks'. An adjective will in

any case follow a noun, e.g. lisanu,d1-'Arabi1-fasIhu 'the classical language

of the Arabs' (lit. 'the language of the Arabs, the classical').

Particles occupy various places in the sentence; most particles precede

the word they refer to; only a few follow the word. Thus, the notion 'only'

is expressed by the particle 'innama at the beginning of the sentence, while

ac the end of the sentence it is expressed by faca2I, e.g. 'irina,.es......jatamu

14.,1-fuclara'i 'alms are only for the poor'; but 1223adna. dirhamanfama 'we

found only a drachma..

In the dialects the word order is in principle the same, though the

influence of non-Semitic languages is apt to disrupt--more or less--the

traditional word order. Thus, in Soviet Central Asia the word order is

Tajik (usually subject-object-predicate), e.g. ana cayin azra2211221,ah

like green tea very much' (lit. 'I green tea very much like'). In

Mesopotamia, the adjective of Persian origin xos 'good' precedes the noun,

though the other adjectives follow the noun. Of interest is the evolution

and pcsition of the indefinite article in the dialects. The old indefinite

article -n (in the case endings of the singular) has disappeared, but,

since the need for expressing indefiniteness remains, the dialects have

developed new indefinite articles derived from words denoting singleness;
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usually it is waid 'one', but in Mesopotamia fgrd 'single'. In the very

few dialects that have preserved a vestige of the old -n, there is ordinar-

ily no new indefinite article. But in the dialect of Soviet Central Asia

the -n is kept, yet there i8 also fad (from fard). Unlike a numeral or

adjective, this wahid or fgrd in the sense of an indefinite article comes

before the noun and does not change in gender, e.g. wabid mara or fgrd mara

'a wanan'.15 In Mesopotamia, fgrd may come before a plural noun, since

fgrd clearly expresses indefiniteness rather than singularity, e.g. fgrd

reyajil eenein '(some) two men' (reyajil being here the plural of rejjal).

Another matter affecting the word order is how a question is expressed. In

Classical Arabic there is intonational expression of the interrogative;

here no change in the word order is necessary, e.g. 'anta wari9un li-bani

'Umayyata tart thou heir of the Umayyads?' but by virtue of the logical

stress, some members of the sentence may be transposed, as in fa-wasiyun

'anta 'and art thou a trustee?'. Ordinarily, however, a question without

an interrogative word is introduced by a general interrogative particle 'a

or the stronger hal, e.g. 'a qama Zsyqun 'has Zayd risen? did Zayd rise?'

(in a double question we find 'a ...'am... e.g. 'a Za dun gindaka 'am

`Amrun 'is Zayd with you or 'Amr?'); hal fi d-dari jariyatun tusamma

Fiddata 'is there in the house a maidservant called Fidda?'. Interrogative

words are placed at the opening of the sentence, e.g. 'ayna kunti 'where

wast thou (f.)?', bintu man 'anti 'whose daughter art thou?'. In the

dialects, the general interrogative particle has disappeared, and conse-

quently only the intonational interrogation remains; thus, na'am ya sIdi

without the interrogative tone means 'yes, sir', while with the interrog-

ative tone it means 'well, sir? what can I do for you?: ('plait -il,
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monsieur?'); sandak xubz 'do you have bread ?', fihimt 'did you understand?'.

Interrogative words come in most dialects at the opening of the sentence,

e.g., in Syria, su garlak 'what happened to you'll, wayn baytak 'where is

your home? 1, 2ELELLI,ILLa at time is it?. Wm,cry-,4- Ilni.vvrtmrJ-Js J-Lvwvvc.s.,

the influence of the Coptic substratum, and also in Mesopotamia under the

influence of the Iranian substratuni, interrogative words occur at the end

of the sentence, e.g. hagallak ; 'what happened to you ?', betak fen 'where

is your home ?', is-sa'a kanm 'what time is it?'. In the dialect of Soviet

Central Asia, as in Tajik, the interrogative particle mi is used after the

word questioned, e.g. gidir yimut-mi 'the pot will it die?'.

2. Agreement

Arabic distinguishes masculine and feminine gender; in many cases there is

vacillation (the so-called common gender). The following categories of

nouns are of feminine gender: (1) names of female persons and animals, such

as Maryamu 1Maryaml, 'ummun 'mother', farasun 'mare'; (2) names of countries

and towns, such as Misr. 'Egypt', Bayratu 'Beirut'; (3) names of paired

limbs, except when they have the form of participles, such as 'aynun

y_
ri'llun 'foot', yadun 'hand', but not saribun 'moustache' (literally,

'drinking'); (4) nouns ending in -atun, -a'ul -a, unless they designate

males, e.g. 'arratun 'jar', sahra'u 'desert', halwa 'sweetmeat'; (5) certain

wards by e.g. 'ardun 'earth, land', nafsun 'soul', Samsun

rill= 'wind'. The numerous vacillations of Classical Arabic continue in

the dialects, especially in nouns denoting inanimate things that have no

specific feminine form, but are assimilated in gender to some influential

feminine noun. Thus rahun 'spirit' is assimilated in gender to 4"sun

+77,75Z7
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'soul'; names of various winds to rihun 'wind', whose adjectives they origi-

nally were e.g. qabalun 'east wind', samamum 'scorching wind' (in Lebanon,

however, rIh is masculine). The tendency to mark the feminine gender exter-

nally (as in Akkadian ersitu 'earth' napistu 'soul') is found in Arabic

also, especially in the dialects. Here sometimes the names of inanimate

things split between masculine and feminine, the latter designating smaller

size, e.g. Lebanese 'adm 'bone', but 'admi 'small bones; dalu 'bucket',

dalwi 'small bucket'; qidr 'pot', qidri 'small pot'; and even sikkin 'knife'

(feminine without suffix), sikkini 'penknife' (also feminine but with

suffix). Apart from gender, the classical language shows vestiges of the

former classes that later constituted grammatical gender: the plurals of

names of animals and inanimate objects (socially passive class) are treated

as singular feminine, unlike plurals of names of humans, spirits, deities

(socially active class). Horses are spoken of as 'she', but the riders as

'they'. As the broken plural and the analogous collective nouns are con-

sidered to be in singular feminine, their agreement with the plural of

either gender is a matter of personification (cf. English people, which agrees

sometimes with the Fingular, sometimes with the plural). In Classical Arabic

the verb preceding its subject agrees with it in gender16 but is always

_
singular) e.g. la yajtami'u sayfani fi yimdin wahidin 'two swords do not

get together in one sheath'; kana yagluv1:E1112213imuna 'the astrologers

used to say'. But if the verb follows the subject, it is in full agreement

with its e.g. 'inna bani 'Umayyata plamun-nasa waya@abu

'indeed, the Umayyads oppressed the people and seized the wealth of the

Muslims'. The adjective agrees with its noun in gender, number, case, and

state (definite or in4efinite), e.g. al-ILtum1-`a-atui 'the Arabic
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language'; here both words are feminine singular, nominative, definite.

For this last point it must be noted that, instead of the customary single

mention of the article in the western tongues (the Arabic language, la

langue arabe, die arabische S rache), Arabic shows its multiple mention,

as a vestige of the former classes.17 The adjective receives an article

even if the noun is defined by some other means, e.g. Lugmanaiel-hakimu

'Luciman the wise' (the proper name is definite by content); yeadukel,sz.aixiyatil

'thy generous hand'; lisanu,1-'Arabi l-fasihu 'the classical language of

the Arabs'.

In the construction of a nominal sentence) a definite subject and

v_
indefinite predicate is preferred, as in talabu,l-hurmati mina,l-jahili

muhalun to expect dignity from the fool is absurd'; or, transposing

subject and predicate, in say'ani la i`rafu fadluhuma 'ills min fa di-

himas-saba1.1-`afiatuvv- 'two things whose advantage isrecognized only

by their loss are youth and health'. Often, however, there are nominal

sentences vith definite subject and predicate, and sometimes with both

in the indefinite state; such sentences occur usually in native Arabic

dictionaries, as they explain one word by another, e.g.

'the misfortune is the calamity', rajulun Ointillpiagallrun 'a filthy man

is dirty'. But they occur also in literary texts, e.g. "11itoligllt

v v

n-nazaru wa'awwalu l-hari i s-sararu 'the beginning of love is the glance,

and the beginning of, fire is the spark'; 'aim= bile 'amalin ka sahabin

bile matarin 'a scholar without work is like a cloud without rain'.

Agreement in the dialects reflects a later stage of development than

that reflected in the agreement system of the literary language. First of

all, adjective, verb and pronoun have no duals and a form with a noun in
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dual and with the numeral 'two' is in the plural, e.g. illatEEil 'thy

hands are long', itneynhum rabu 'the two of them went'. The survival of

the classes is steadily on the decline; instead of the Classical agreement

in 'she' for animals and objects in the plural, we find mostly 'they', e.g.

v v

tballalu mn,il-matar; ingurhon fis -sams to y3nsafu qawam 'the

clothes have got wet from the rain; hang them up in the sun, so that they

may dry soon' (Classical 2.2,elyihtl. 'clothes' requires ibtallat 'have got

wet', unsurha 'hang them up', batta tansafa 'so they may get dry' -- all

feminine singular instead of the masculine plural of the dialects). The

rule about the verb preceding its subject is not observed either; the verb

is quite regularly in the plural even before the subject, e.g. byis'alu

in-nas 'annu 'people ask about him'. On the whole, the multiple mention

of the article is preserved; only Maltese, under Italian influence, took

to the single mention of the article, e.g. il-lsien malti 'the Maltese

language' (cf. Italian la lingua maltese). However, the dialects show a

tendency to turn the adjective into the "genitive "of the noun (since cases

in a declension-less tongue are grasped as syntactic relations); thus)

along with it -hudam it -bumr 'the red garments', one can say hudam it -bumr,

and along with il-Quds is -Serif 'Jerusalem' (lit. 'the noble sanctuary')

v v

also Clads is-Serif. This trend was noticeable even in Classical Arabic,

in cases such as lama 'awwalin 'last year' instead of lama(n) 'awwala

(nowadays we find 'am il-awwal, 'amlawwal, 'amnawwal, etc.). It must be

added that the former subtle difference between 'awwalu ('preceding,

first) and 'awwalun ('beginning') has long since been obliterated, and

now 'awwal and other ordinal numerals appear not infrequently before the

noun without agreeing with the noun in gender, e.g. awwal leile 'the first

7",
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night', ealie y6um 'the third day' (Mesopotamia), ir-raba ktieb to t-tielet

sena 'the fourth book of the third year' (Malta).

3. The structure of numerals

Cardinal numerals are formed on various patterns and show a variety of

constructions with the noun designating the enumerated objects. 'One/ and

'two' are adjectives, follow the noun, and are in full agreement with its

e.g. IsyLLwalidun 'one house', kuratani,,Onatani 'two balls'. Numerals

from /three' to 'ten' are set in the gender opposite to the gender of the

noun indicating the things enumerated, and the noun follows in the genitive

plural, e.g. xamau keratin 'five balls', xamsatu buzLin 'five houses'. It

is also possible for the numeral to follow the noun, in the same case as

the noun, but with the usual inversion of gender, e.g. al-kuratu 1-xamau

'the five balls'. The numerals from 'eleven'-to 'ninety -nine' require a

following noun to be in the accusative singular indefinite, e.g. xamsana

bayian 'fifty houses'; when the noun must be definite, tautological circum-

locution is used, e.g. 'arbelina 'arabatan min larabati,t-tanks 'the forty

tanks', literally 'forty vehicles of the tank-vehicles?. 'Hundred' and

'thousand' require the genitive singular, e.g. xamsumi'ati metrin 1500

meters', laylatin '1001 nights?. 'Eleven' and the

numerals from ?thirteen' to 'nineteen' are indeclinable. The numeral and

noun may form a firm complex, containing the article al, and yet

without dropping -n, e.g. al-xamsu sanawatin (or al-xamsu,,s-sanawati,

where the -n is dropped following the noun's immediate article) 'the five

years (period)'.
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Of course, such a complicated system of construing the numerals could

not be retained In the living spoken idioms, whose structure is in general

so much simpler than that of Classical Arabic. The difference between

masculine and feminine in the numerals from 'three' to 'nineteen' has

vanished almost without a trace; the feminine formation has prevailed, e.g.

arbea(t) 'four', arbata's or arba`taser 'fourteen', and Maghrib dialects

insert an -er ending in place of the article of 'eleven' through 'nineteen'.

After 'three' through 'ten', the plural is used, as in tlat rzal (Syria),

talat rigale (Egypt) 'three merit; xamst infus (Syria) xamast infus (Egypt)

'five persons'. After 'eleven' and the higher numerals, the singular. is

used, as in tna`sar marra (Syria), etnaser marra (Egypt) 'twelve times'.

Maghrib dialects show a tendency to put the nouns in a new genitive plural,

as in tnas dear -rzal 'twelve men'.

4. Subordinate clauses

Object clauses are introduced by the conjunction anna; the former is

used before a verb e.g. salima 'an sa-yakdnu minkum marda 'he knew that

some of you would be ill'; the latter form is used before a noun, and the

noun follows in the accusative even if it is the subject, e.g. balayani

'anna-ka tantaliqu lit reached me that thou art leaving'; Ijukiya 'anna

rajulan zawwara waraqatan 'it is said that a man forged a document'. The

object clause without any conjunction is rather rare, e.g. kana yaqdlu,

l-munaninadnaut-talitu fi wiladati vjadyun 'the astrologers used to say

(that) the rising star at my birth was Capricorn'. In the dialects the

one conjunction in object clauses is in, e.g. qaldli inno `indak uwad

lil-kiri they told me that you have rooms to rent' (Syria; inno = Classical
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'anna-hu, where the untranslatable -hu refer: to the whole following clause).

In the Maghrib the function of this conjunction can be taken over by the

relative pronoun 1111/1i; e.g. in-nas yalrifu illi xedina Malta 'the people

know that we took Malta'. In Soviet Central Asia the Tajik ki 'that' is

used even before direct discourse, e.g. effendi gayl ki gidirkum ulud 'the

gentleman said (that), "Your pot gave birth".

Clauses of purpose in the Classical Arabic either have no conjunction

or begin with conjunctions meaning 'in order to' (li-, likay, hatta,

etc.); in the former case the verb is in the indicative, as in 'arada

yukallimuhu the wanted to talk to him'; in the latter case the verb must be

in the subjunctive, as in hadara li-yatahaddaea mala wakilihi the appeared

in order to talk to his agent'. In the dialects various conjunctions appear

in this function, e.g. haddi it -rkab to irkab (Syria) = imsik er-rikab

y_
'ala san arkab (Egypt) 'hold the stirrup that I may mount'. In the Maghrib

the conjunction bas (Maltese bies) is used in this sense, e.g. ommi qat-li

bie; niftah il-bieb bil-muftie4 'my mother told me to (that I should) open

the door with the key'.

There are several types of conditional clauses. The conjunction

expressive of real condition is 'in 'if', of unreal condition law, e.g.

'in 'anta 'adhaktani 'altaytuka xamsami'ati dinarin 'if thou make me laugh,

I'll give thee 500 dinarst; law kana li-bni 'Adama wadiyani min malin

la-btaya ealiean 'if a man had two valleys (full) of money, he would surely

desire a third one'. Conditional clauses without conjunctions are also

possible, e.g. larrib--taskur 'try and (you will) thank'; man la, yarham

la yurham the who does not pity is not pitied' (such a conditional clause

without conjunction always uses the jussive). In the dialects all types of
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conditional are possible despite the decline in the mnber of moods; often

the conjunction 5-1_6a 'when' is used, e.g. iza kan bitrId temil mei

halmeraf, bitsayyirni mama ktir 'if you wish to do me this favor, you

will greatly oblige me'. The use of ,i8a in the sense of 'if' is known in

the classical language too, e.g. 'ukrimuka Yi6a 'akramtani 'I shall honour

you if you honour me'; but this usage is considerably less frequent than in

the dialects.

Temporal clauses begin in Classical Arabic with various conjunctions

created to express 'when' with its shadings. For the past tense, '3_8 and

lamma (more often in the more general compounds wa-lamma, fa- -lamina 'after."

afterwards when, apres que') are used; for the present, mata and wa (with

simultaneous action); for the future, 'i6a, which in some cases serves in

the past and present also but is mostly used with reference to the future.

Examples: wa,akura 'i8 'ant= qalilun 'and recall when you were few', qumtu

_wa,n-nasu qu'ildun 'I got up while the people were seated', 'ioa ji,ta

'akramtuka 'when thou =lest, I'll honor thee'. It should be noted that

many words with a following ma 'that' become temporal conjunctions, e.g.

Isyn2 'between', baynamii/bayna /while', tala 'it continued', talama 'as

long as'. The same ma 'what' preceding a verb of being (KMN 'to be', DWM

'to last', etc.) expresses duration (i.e., 'while'), e.g. la 'ashabuka ma

dumtu hayyan 'I shall not keep company with thee as long as I live'. Temporal

clauses are similar to conditional clauses (cf. above on 'i6a) and also to

clauses of purpose, with beda 'an 'after, apres quo', qabla 'an 'before',

and similar complex conjunctions that require the verb in the subjunctive,

e.g. yuyfaru 11,1- j chili sabtana 8aiaban qabla 'an yuyfara li1-talimi

wahidun 'seventy sins of the ignoramus are forgiven before the learned man
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is forgiven one'. Conjunction-less temporal clauses can be expressed (in

abridgment, to be sure) by verbal nouns in the ("adverbial") accusative,

e.g. imdi 'ila sabilika 'aminan 'ala nafsika 'go your way safe(ly) (trusting

yourself)'. The dialects do not have such a variety of temporal conjunctions,

but in the main the structure of temporal clauses has not changed. In th,

Maghrib dialects the word kif (from kayfa Show!) is also used as a temporal

conjunction, as in kif xarali mat lhum nas bezzaf 'when they left, many of

their men died'.

Arabic has quite a variety of types of relative -clauses. T} basic

type has the relative pronoun allabi 'which, who, that', provided that the

antecedent is definite; otherwise alla6i does not appear, inasmuch as this

pronoun contains the article. Thus, ra!ayiuur±ralLad.lailiIala 'I saw the

man who camel; but ra'aytu rasjulan ja'a 'I saw a man who came'. As Arabic

pronouns are indeclinable, the oblique cases of the relative pronoun are

expressed by adding the pronominal suffix of the third person, which in con-

junction with alla8I presents a semantic entity but is separated from it by

the given relative clause, e. g. 'I saw

the man whom you met' (literally 'who you met him'); ra'aytu,,r-rajula 118.51

marartum bihi II saw the man you passed by' (literally 'who you passed by

him!). The interrogative pronouns 'ayyun /which, what kind of', ma 'which',

and man *who' frequently function as relative pronouns, with the same rules

for expressing the oblique cases, e.g. ma kanu fihi mina -bala'i 'the mis-

fortune they were in' (literally 'what they were in it of misfortune').

Similarly in the dialects, but the invariable illi takes the place of

alla8I, which changes in gender and number, and this further strengthens

the rules for expressing oblique cases by the pronominal suffix of the
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third person.

On interrogative clauses cf. Sec. 1, end.

5. Assertion and negation

Classical Arabic has a subtle and differentiated system of assertives and

negatives, but only vestiges of it remain in the dialects. The Classical

patterns of assertion and negation are as follows:

Assertion: (1) particles of positive reply ('yes'): 'Oal, bala,

1E1, neam; L...y is found mostly in oaths, and balg in reply to a negative

question (cf. French si); (2) confirming particles 'inna and la: the former

introducing a nominal sentence and governing the subject in the accusative,

the latter with any part of speech, and without influencing its form, e.g.

'inna Zaydan la-cg'imun 'Zayd is really rising'; (3) vocative particles:

varying according to distance, the most frequent ones being n and 'ayyuhg;

the former causes the change of -un to -u, as in ya Zaydu 'oh, Zaydt,

though, if the noun is defined by a following genitive or pronominal suffix,

the noun is in the accusattve,19 e.g. ya 'axa,1-'Arabi 'ohs brother of the

Arabs', 2L'aba-na 'ohs our father'; the latter is followed by the definite

article, as in ayyuha1-'amiru 'ohs commander'; (4) particles of swearing:

way big tai all followed by the noun in the genitive, as in wa-llihi,

ta,llahi 'by God'; sometimes also la without influence upon the

case, as in la-lamruka 'by thy lifer; (5) expressions of surprise or wonder

follow the pattern: ILL...jzayaan or 'akrim bi-Zaydin 'how generous

Zayd islt, yg lahu ra.vjulan or yi lahu min ravjulin 'what a man!'; (6) expres-

sions of suddenness follow the pattern: wa-'18g bi-hayyatin 'and lo (sudden -

ly), a snake'; (7) wishes may be expressed by the simple narrative past,
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e.g, dama mubarakan 'may he be (stay) blessed', or by a clause opening with

law or layta 'ohs that...' or fa-1(i) with the jussive following, as in

fa -1 -yabya 'long live...'.

Negation: (1) la, negating the past (with the perfect), the future (with

the imperfect), a command (with the jussive: la taqtul 'thou shalt not

kill'; the imperative proper has no negative), nouns, which fcllow in the

_ y
accusative without the -n ending: la sakka 'no doubt'; 1a...la means

'neither nor' and does not affect the form of the word; la may continue

any preceding negation, as in min yayri 'abin wa la Y.ummin 'with no (without)

father or mother'; (2) may negating the past (with the perfect), the

present (with the imperfect); coupled with the isolating min ('not one

it is used with nouns, e.g. ma min 'atiadin 'not one not a man,

nobody' (lit. 'not from one'), ma min rafiqin 'not a comrade'; (3) lam

negates the past (only with jussive), e.g. lam yajid 'he did not find';

(4) lan negates the future (and is always followed by the subjunctive),

e.g. lan 'aktuba 'I shall never write'; (5) laysa, a negative verb:

lastu 'erifu 'I do not know', laysa bi-na'imin 'he is not sleeping' (lit.

'he is not with the sleeping one'); (6) yayru followed by the genitive,

v _
negating an adjective, as in Ilynsakurin 'ungrateful', or a pronoun, as

in yayru -hu '(not he, but) another, somebody else'; (7) 'illa, the particle

of exclusion or exception (a contraction of 'in and la), which governs the

accusative when used in a positive clause, while in a negative clause it

does not affect the form of the word marking the excluded item, e.g.

3a'aj,qawmu 'ills Zaydan 'the people came, except Zayd', but ma 'a'a

'ills Zaydun 'only Zayd camel ('no one came, except Zayd'); this particle
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is used as the French ne....que, e.g. mg 'eIgbani 'ilg aglika 'ills baida

3andin Lazimin 'he answered me in the positive only after much opposition'

(literally 'he did not answer me except after...').

VI. SAMPLE TEXTS

1. Classical language

Qadima 'Jag. Meni,bni Zg'idata 'asrg fa 'aradahum sala,s-sayfi. Fa qgma

ra3ulun minhum 'ilayhi wa gala: yg 'amira,1-mu'minina, nahnu,i.-yawma 'asraka

wa nahnu wa)4ahi :jiygiun min 'aearit-tariqi fa 'in ra'ayta tut'imung

fa fa: kulli kabidi hurrin 'ajrun. Fa 'amara Ma'nun bi-tegmin fa 'uhdirat,

il-mg'idatu wa (alayhg .aigmun. Fajtamasa wa 'akala wa Menun yanzuru

'ilayhim. Fa lamma farayi qama rajulun minhum wa gala: 'ayyuha,,l'amiru,

kunng 'asraka wa qad sirna quyafa-ka fa,nzurma-aa yasna'u miOluka bi-

'adyafihi. Fa xalla sabilahum.

Captives came to Main ibn Za'ida, and he sentenced them to the sword.

Then one of them turned to him and said, "Oh, commander of the faithful,

we are your captives today, and, by God, we are hungry from following the

road, and if you see fit to feed use then in every nobleman there is grati-

tude."2° Then Main ordered food, so the table was brought and on it was a

meal. They then assembled and ate while Main watched them. But when they

finished, one of them rose and said, "Oh, commander, we were your prisoners,

and have become your guests; now look, what will one like you do to his

guests?"21 He then let them go.22
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2. A dialect of the "rural" rou : Meso otamian

Qufsiye li xawa3a Nasr ed-din. Fared yOum ija lid-diwan we gal: selamun23

salel-kum! Galaw: wa es-selam! Gal ilhum: 'andi fgred hiCaye,

te'arefanha 131 ma telarefanha? Galaw ez-zilim: m. nelarifha. Gal: ani
_ v_

vham ma a'allem biha. Rah li mecanah. exlaf ma rah tehacaw ez-zilim bi 'an

nuss yegulun: nelarifhal fa saraw 'ala ha,r -ray. Fa ija Nasr ed.-din we gal:

`andi fNred hiCaye telarefanha aw la? Nuss galaw: nearifhal u nuss galaw:

ma nearifha. Gal: elli yelarefanha yealleman elli ma yearefanha. We

rlidd lehela. We ()all() yOum ija li,d-diwan we gal: 'andi hiCaye tearefanha

aw la? Galaw: nearif. Gal: ma-dam intu tearefanha ani mu lazim NhCiha.

We rah 14114111. Wi xluset el-hiCaye.

An anecdote about Khoja
24

Nasreddin. One day he came to the assembly25

and said, "Good day." They said, "Good day to you." He said to them, "I

have a story; do you know it or do you not know it?" The men said, "We do

not know it." Said he, "Neither shall I let you know it." He went home.

After he left, the men agreed that half would say, "We know it," and half

would say, "We do not know it." So they accepted this idea. Then Nabreddin

came and said, "I have a story, do you know it or not?" Half said, "We know

it," and half said, "We do not know it." He said, "Those who know it should

make it known to those who do not know it." And he returned home. On the

third day he came to the assembly and said, "I have a story; do you know it

or do you not know it?" They said, "We know." Said he, "Inasmuch as you

know its I do not have to tell it." And he went his way. And that is the

end of the story.
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3. A dialect of the "urbanl_group: Egyptian

Marra mil marrat tili' Guha 'al mambar 'alasan yuxtub wi yiwliz in-nas. Fa

y'al: ya nas, intu tilrafulli rah a'au...,Ikum? 'Alulu: la, ma ni'rafu-s.

_y'Am 'al luhum: madam innuku ma tisrafa-s illi rah 'a'Ulu,1kum mafis fayda

fi lin-nas zayyukum. Wi nizil min 'ala 1-mambar wi

xad ba'du wi misi. Wi,f yom tani rah ig-gami' wi Cili"al mambar wi 'al:

alla...,ntub-tifhamu lli ana 'Eyiz 'a'alulkum? 'aywa nifham

'Am 'al luhum: he's innuku b-tisrafah mafi; luzum fi koni 'ajalus,lkum tani.

Wi nizil min 'ala 1-mambar wi xarag. Wi baldgn fi yi)-m tgni wi'if 'al,

mambar wi 'al: ya nas, yamsalliyyln, intu tillamu,11ana rgyih 'a'ulu?

Fa htgru fil-gawab) wittafa,u wayya ba'di 'inns ;wayya minhum
y

sla, ma ni`rafs, wi wayya minhum 'aywa ni'raf. Wi gawbah zayy1 kida.

'Am Yal luhum: lazim inn illi yi'raf yilallim illi ma yikrafs) 'alasan ana
y

mus 'awuz awga' dimayi!

Once upon a time, Juha26 mounted the platform in order to address and preach

to the people. So he said) "Oh, people, do you know what I am going to tell

you?" They said to him, "No, we do not know it." He said to them, "Inas-

much as you do not know what I am going to tell you, there is no use in my

preaching to ignorant people like you." And he descended from the platform,

turned around, and walked away. The next day he went to the mosque and went

up the platform, and said, "DO you know what I want to tell you?" They

said to him, "Yes, we know very well." Then he said to them, "As you know

it there is no need for me to tell it to you again." And he went down from

the platform and walked out. Then, on the following day, he stood on the

platform and said, "Oh, people, oh, worshippers, do you know what I am
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going to say?" They then were confused about the answer. And they agreed

among themselves that some of them should say, "No, we do not know," and

some, "Yes, we know." And they answered him in this fashion. He said to

them, "It is necessary that he who knows should inform him who does not

know, in order that I should not have to pain my brain."

NOTE: In this text a becomes ' in the following words: /al 'he said'; 'awi

'very'? wi'if 'he stood'; 'am 'he rose'; ittafa'u 'they agreed'; (= gala;

qawiyan; wagafa; game.; ittafacia). The "rural" galaw 'they said', yegulan

'they will say' have their counterparts in the "urban" 'alu, yi'dlu of this

text (= gala, yaq5lana).
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NOTES

1. A. Meillet, Introduction a lietude compr-ative des langues indo-

europeennes, Russian translation, D. Kudrjayskij, 2nd ed., 1914, p. 385.

2. The Arabs refer to northwest Africa (Libya, Tunisia, Algeria, Morocco)

as "Maghribi', i.e. "the West". To the Maghribi dialects we might also

add those of Andalusia and Sicily, both extinct, as well as the strongly

Italianized Maltese, which has become a literary vehicle (in Latin

script).

3. These are: (1) the diphthongs au, al; (2) their inverses (u)wa, iya;

(3) w and y between a sounds of different quantity: awa, away aya, aura;

(4) w and y between long vowels, e.g. iwa; (5) geminates ww, a.

4. We have seen above that some Arabs have the g sound in speech. How-

ever, the Egyptians write it 1, the "provincial" dialects, 21 others,

x. Hence, we find a chaotic situation whenever a word is introduced

not directly from a European tongue but through Arabic printed sources.

Thus the word 'out rnal is pronounced in Egypt gurnal, for the literary

corresponds ordinarily to g in the Egyptian dialect.

5. The form in -ya is used after long vowels and diphthongs but is admis-

sable in poetry in other cases too, e.g. fil-qalbi minniya narun

'there is a flame in my heart' (literally 'in the heart there is from

me a flame'). The coincidence of the suffix ya with the prefix a-

of the imperfect is not accidental: this is the former demonstrative

pronoun which also functioned as the personal pronoun 'he' and as

article.
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6. Identical forms: 2nd masc. sing. and 3rd fem. sing.; 2nd dual and 3rd

fem. dual. Earlier, the 2nd fem. pl. and the 3rd fem. pl. were identi-

cal, as in Hebrew (*ta...na).

7. Viz., combinations of two nouns without the conjunction wa ,and' or

the preposition ma' 'with', but simply with the ending -a, as in the

numerals from ,eleven' to 'nineteen', e.g. xamsata (a;ara 'fifteen',

and some old expressions, as huwa jar]. bayta-bezta 'he is my next-door

neighbor'.

8. [The author's study oA this subject, "The enigma of the diptotes in

Classical Arabic", appeared in Trudy vtoroi sessii nssotsiatsii

arabistov, Moscow, Leningrad, 1941, pp. 149-159. M. P.]

9. In Egypt this word is treated as an adjective: masc. beta', fem.

beta'et, pl. bete, as in it -bint beteet it -mglik = bint it -mglik

'the king's daughter'.

10. Cf. I go home, Latin Romam nauigare !to sail to Rome'. In various

languages the accusative of direction follows a preposition.

11. Characteristically, the Arabs put the root NB 'drink' into this cate-

gory: sariba 'he drank', yasrubu 'he drinks', israb 'drink!'. In

antiquity, as indeed even now, the Bedouin drank not from a vessel

but from his palms cupped and lifted to hie mouth; this is considered

a kind of "internal action". Cf. 'KL 'to eat': 'akala 'he ate')

yp.'kulu 'he eats', kul 'eat!'.

12. The prefix is u- in Berber; Hausa uses a suffix -u) and Bantu languages

a suffix -wa.

13. This blurring of vowels occurs only in I. In the other forms the

usual a will prevail: 'aqamta, 'asarta, like 12211112..
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14. Under the influence of hum 'they'. In the South-Arabian Mehri dialect

this carries throughout the conjugation, e.g. teborem 'they broke',

yite'berem 'they break!.

15. As an indication that fard in Mesopotamia is not indeclinable, we may

cite the term fgrdet el mezan 'the balance of scales', i.e. 'one piece,

one of the scales'. (The feminine -et compensates for the neuter

which is lacking in Semitic speech.)

16. Feminine when the verb is in immediate contact with a feminine subject;

otherwise the verb may be masculine.

17. In languages with a living class system, the adjective follows the

example of the noun with a prefix or suffix expressive of class, e.g.

in Swahili kite kizuru 'beautiful thing', pl. vitu vizuru; in Ful pucel

pamarel 'little pony', pl. pliaEamaroy.

18. Wahidun 'one', ienani 'two', ealaeun 'three', 'arba'un 'four', xamsun

'five', sittun (from *side) 'six', sab'un 'seven', eamanin 'eight',

tis'un 'nine', 'asarun 'ten'. The second decade follows the pattern

xamsata 'asara 'fifteen'. Multiples of ten are plurals in -Una of the

v _
simple cardinals (but 'isruna is 'twenty', with the pl. ending, instead

of the dual it-li;rani). Mi'atun 'hundred', 'alfan 'thousand'. Maghrib

dialects prefer zawj, zuz 'pair, couplet to tneyn, tnin 'twos. 'Nine'

is teetid in Morocco, disa in Malta.

19. As has been pointed out in Morphology, Sec. 4, the ending -a may be a

rudiment, only formally coinciding with the accusative, and formerly

used to express quite a different category. In the case under question

we are confronted with a connective -a, as in the Ethiopic construct

state.

41: 23.

7 ,7" r

4.1



20. Literally, in every noble man's liver'; ancio/t Arab notions localized

the emotion of gratitude in the liver.

21. 'Guests' is alternately duiI:Pan, amiLIETID22, i.e. different broken

plurals of dayfUn 'guest'. It will be noticed that the variation in

form does not make the slightest difference in meaning.

22. Literally 'cleared their path' (form II of root EN* 'to be empty,

free, unoccupied').

23. Arabic greeting (in its classical form), literally, 'peace upon yauf.

The reply is a fo 101 with the same wards in reversed. order: land

upon you (be) peace'.

24. Persian xYirjg 'old one householder, chief, wealthy merchant"; in

Arabic ?anal, 'gentleman, sir' is used in speaking to Muslin clerics

and merchants on the one hand, and to Christians on the other.

25. Persian: 'register, collection of poemst hall, assembly, council%

court'.

26. The legendary fool of a multitude of anecdotes widespread throughout

the Near East. He corresponds to Mulla Nasreddin of the preceding

text.
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N. V. YUSHMANOV

N. V. Yushmanov (1896-1946) began his language studies as a youth. At the

age of 15 he mastered the international language Ido and later wrote in and

about it. In his university studies, begun in St. Petersburg in 1913, he

showed an interest in Caucasian and Indian languages, but he finally decided

to concentrate on Semitic languages, applying advanced phonetic methods in

this field. Inducted into the Army in 1916, he was removed from systenatic

studies, although his linguistic aptitudes developed greatly in the multi-

lingual atmosphere of the Russian forces; not until seven years later was

he able to return to the university. In 1928 he became an instructor and

published his first major work -- a concise Arabic grammar. During the

thirties he devoted himself to African studies, reflected in The Structure

of Amharic (1936) and The Structure of Hausa (1937). The present work

appeared in 1938. A language classifier and a key to the world's Latin

scripts followed in 1941. He wrote also on the Semitic-Hamitic-Japhetic

occlasives (this study appeared posthumously in 1948) and on the Arabic of

Central Asia. Again a world war disrupted his activities and hurled him

over inner Russia to Central Asia. His health, affected by gas poisoning

during the First World War, was failing, and the life of this original and

distinguished scholar came to an untimely end at the age of fifty. (From

an article by I. J. Krachkovskij, reprinted in his Selected Works [in

alissian], Moscow and Leningrad, 1958, Vol. 5, pp. 448-452.) M. P.


